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An explicit, two-dimensional finite difference hydrodynamic 
model was applied to the Hereford Inlet-bay system and used to pre-
dict the system's hydraulic response to an applied exciting tide. 
Given the inputs of known exciting tides, external inflows, wind 
data, rainfall and evaporation rates, and channel or bay geometry 
(length, width, depth) and roughness, the model solves the verti-
cally averaged continuity equation and the two-dimensional equations 
of motion for the unknown water height and flow per unit width in 
two horizontal directions at each point in the system. 
A coarse· grid model was run encompassing the entire study area 
and calibrated to yield good reproduction of observed tidal heights 
in the back bays and main ·channels. Using the output from this 
coarse grid model, fine grid models were run in three back bays to 
better define the flow fields in these locations. 
The quality of the results was found to be sensitive to the 
ground elevations assigned to inundatable areas. Once these eleva-
tions were chosen, the model showed accurate reproduction of most 
tidal records. Predicted tidal heights were relatively insensitive 
to channel or bay depth and roughness, and to the effects of precipi-
tation, evaporation, and wind stress. Discharge, however, was found 
to be very sensitive to depth, roughness, and wind stress parameters. 
The model is not yet calibrated to predict discharges, since no field 
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1.1 Background and Study Objectives 
A tidal inlet-bay system, or wetlands, is a complex environment 
in which man, flora, and fauna live under the continual influence of 
the tides. For man, the wetlands provide a major location for recre-
ational activities such as swimming, boating, and fishing, in addi-
tion to being a homeland for many full-time residents. Man affects 
the plants and animals of the region directly through these activ-
ities, and indirectly through his efforts to use and control the 
water and tides by construction of jetties, groins, and bulkheads, 
and th.rough dredging and filling operations. Any effort directed 
at understanding a wetlands ecosystem must include a means of 
describing the tidal action in that system. 
The barrier islands, tidal inlets, and back bay areas along the 
New Jersey shore form such a wetlands, and it is the intent of this 
paper to focus attention on one such area: the Hereford Inlet-bay 
sys.tell} Q;ee }i';ig. 1}. Hereford Inlet is located between North Wildwood, 
New Jersey, and Seven Mile Beach· and is the principal source of tidal 
flow to the back bay areas lying between these barrier islands and the 
mainland. Some influence is also felt from Townsend Inlet to the 
north_ and Cape May Inlet to the south. The study area encompasses 
most of the. Stone Harbor Quadrangle (USGS 7.5 minute topographic 
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The overall objective of this effort was to define the hydro-
dynamics of Hereford Inlet and its bac~ bay areas resulting primarily 
from the astronomical tide~. While the hydrodynamics can be described 
by physical hydraulic models, passive electrical analog models, and 
mathematical models, the high cost associated with constructing and 
operating physical models and passive electrical analog models elim-
inated these types of models from consideration. A mathematical model 
based upon the finite difference method was chosen. 
Specific questions answered by this research include_: 
1. What is the flow field in the inlet and the bays thoughout 
the tidal cycle? 
2. What are the corresponding tidal elevations? 
3. What is the tidal prism? That is, what is the volume of 
water entering and leaving the system through each of the 
inlets over a tidal cycle? 
The answers to these questions provide the basis for future chemical, 
biological, and hydraulic modeling of the system. 
Hereford Inlet, as well as most of the other inlets separating 
the barrier islands, constantly changes. This is evident in air 
photos and from past surveys. The main channel in Hereford Inlet 
frequently migrates from north to south across its outer sand. bars. 
The channel normally breaks through the bars at the northern end and 
gradually migrates to the south, where it nearly closes before opening 
again to the north. This type o~ migration is also seen at other 





















The more dramatic and significant changes in the inlet's con-
figuration are frequently the result of major storms or severe wind 
conditions. These events can alter the inlet, even rendering it 
temporarily closed, resulting in changes in the back bay circulation 
pattern. Since it is so dynamic, Hereford Inlet is classified as 
nonnavigable by the U. S. Coast Guard, and its channel is dredged 
only on an intermittent basis (J. Selmon, personal communication). 
This important aspect of tidal hydrodynamics concerns inlet stability, 
and while it is not the focus of attention in this paper, it cannot be 
overlooked. A brief summary of tidal inlet stability will be pre-
sented, followed by a review of tidal inlet hydraulics. 
1.2 Tidal Inlet Stability 
A method for predicting the stability of tidal inlets was first 
proposed by Escoffier (1940). The theory suggested the maximum veloc-
ity in an inlet would occur at a critical, or equilibrium, cross-
sectional area. If the cross-sectional area of the inlet was greater 
than the critical area, the inlet would be resistant, or stable, 
against closure. Under these conditions, any deposition of matter in 
the inlet would result in higher velocities which would scour away the 
deposited material. If the crass-sectional area of a stable inlet was 
increased, the velocities would be lower and deposition would result 






















If, on the other hand, the area was less than the critical area, 
the inlet would be unstable, and any deposition would cause the area 
to decrease even further. "Likewise, if the area of an unstable 
inlet were to increase, the inlet should perpetuate the increase by 
an increase in velocity. 
O'Brien (1931, 1969) presented a relationship between inlet 
throat cross-sectional area and the tidal prism passing through a 
jettied inlet under spring tide conditions. His results indicated 
that tidal inlet equilibrium exists when the efforts of the tidal 
prism to enlarge the inlet just balance the efforts of sedimentation, 
vegetation, and artificial fill to close it. 
Jarrett (1976), using O'Brien's data and additional data pub-
lished by other investigators, developed similar relations for both 
jettied and non-jettied inlets on the Atlantic, Pacific, and Gulf 
coasts. He determined no modifications to O'Brien's relations were 
necessary. 
O'Brien and Dean (1972) brought together concepts of Keulegan 
(1951, 1967), O'Brien (1931, 1969), and Escoffier (1940) into a 
method for assessing the ability of inlets to resist closure due to 
sand transport and deposition. They defined a "stability index" 
which incorporated inlet area and flow velocity in its formulation, 
and represented the capability of the inlet to store and transport 
sand prior to closure. Czerniak (1977)_presented a number of case 
studies which supported ~'Brien and Dean's theory. A comprehensive 






















. 1.3 Tidal Hydraulics 
One of the earliest attempts at describing t~dal hydraulics was 
by Brown (1928). Brown discussed the important processes near tidal 
inlets and presented a technique for determining tidal hydraulics. 
The method assumed the inlet under study is the only one connecting 
the sea and an enclosed back bay. Thus, the flows in the inlet could 
be considered one dimensional, and transverse flows and Coriolis 
effects neglected. Brown further assumed the bay water surface 
remained horizontal throughout the tidal cycle and the bay walls were 
vertical, so the water surface area remained constant. He permitted 
inflow to the bay only through the inlet of known length and uniform 
cross-section. Lastly, he neglected density effects, assumed a 
sinusoidal sea tide and basin response, and disregarded the head due 
to acceleration. 
With these assumptions, Brown formulated two equations: a con-
tinuity equation, which equated the inflow to the bay to the rate at 
which the water was stored in the bay, and an energy equation, which 
equated the difference in water surface elevation between the sea and 
the bay to the head loss in the inlet channel. He then approximated 
the head loss in a linear fashion and ·subsequently derived expres-
sions for the mean range of tide, the maximum current velocity, and 
mean tidal prism. While Brown~s method may be useful for determining 






















Keulegan (1951, 1967), while following Brown's approach, retained 
the nonlinear nature of the energy equation and relaxed the assump-
tion that the water level in the bay was sinusoidal. He derived 
a set of differential equations which related the change in water 
surface elevation in the inlet with respect to dimensionless time to 
the water surface elevations in the sea and bay, the tidal range in 
the sea, and a "coefficient of repletion", a parameter which incor-
porated the effects of inlet and bay dimensions, inlet roughness, 
and period and range of the tidal fluctuations of the water level in 
the bay. Analytic solutions of the resulting equations were found 
through the use of Fourier series. They were published in tabular 
form in his paper and can be used to predict the bay maximum ampli-
tude, maximum inlet velocity, and bay tidal prism. While application 
of K~ulegan's method is necessarily restricted because of the assump-
tions employed in its derivation, it is, nonetheless, recommended as 
a means of obtaining an order of magnitude estimate of these quan-
tities [Harris and Bodine (1977), Huval and Wintergerst (1977)]. 
Wi.th the advent of the digital computer, more of the terms of 
the equations of motion neglected by Brown or Keulegan could be 
included. [Lamb (1932) and Dronkers (1964) provide complete develop-
ment of these equations.] Van de Kreeke (1967) presented a numerical 
solution of the inlet-bay problem which incorporated the effects of 
fresh water inflow. Oliveira (1970) developed a scheme to permit 






















Hinwood and Wallis (1975 a and b) evaluated the state of the art 
in numerical modeling at that time. They presented a classification 
scheme for numerical models based upon the number of spatial dimen-
sions, the reference frame used, and the degree to which the hydro-
dynamic processes were included. The mathematical development of 
each of the classifications was presented and scrutinized. In all, 
approximately 100 models of water and contaminant transport were 
reviewed and their predictive capabilities and limitations assessed. 
In its General Investigation of Tidal Inlets (GITI), the U. S. 
Army Corps of Engineers developed and applied physical and numerical 
models to Masonboro Inlet, North Carolina. As part of this effort, 
Seelig, Harr~s, and Herchenroder (1977) developed a model based along 
the lines of Keulegan, yet general enough to be applicable to single 
or multiple inlets, bays, and seas. Their model was·a time marching 
model that simultaneously solved the area-averaged momentum equation 
for the inlet and the continuity equation for the bay to yield inlet 
velocities, discharges, and resulting bay level fluctuations. 
Huval and Wintergerst (1977) presented a lumped parameter 
approach to describe tidal hydrodynamics. Their model was more 
general than Keulegan's and was extended to include variable inlet 
and basin surface area, variable inlet channel depth, nonsinusoidal 
sea tides, inlet inertia effects, and bay inflows and outflows other 
than to the sea. Two finite difference models were also developed, 
one of which was used in this effort. A complete discussion of the 





















1.4 Scope of Present Work 
For this project the two-dimensional, explicit finite difference 
model HYDTID, developed by·Masch, Brandes, and Reagan (1977 a and b) 
for the Corps of Engineers GITI, was adapted for use on Lehigh 
University's CDC Cyber 170/720 computing system and used to develop 
the desired hydrodynamics. HYDTID was chosen in deference to other 
mathematical models because of the quality of its results in the 
Masonboro Inlet application and because of its availability. 
Once calibrated, the models used in the Masonboro study yielded 
tidal hydrographs of substantially the same quality. HYDTID, however, 
was the most accurate of the numerical models in its flow estimates, 
and its overall results were comparable to those obtained in a dis-
torted scale, fixed-bed physical model [Harris and Bodine (1977)]. 
The model was readily obtained from the Coastal Engineering Research 
Center, Fort Belvoir, Virginia. 
HYDTID assumes that vertical accelerations are negligible, pres-
sures are hydrostatic over the depth, and the fluid density is con-
stant. Thus, the three-dimensional flow problem is reduced to one 
of two dimensions by depth averaging. Given the inputs of known 
exciting tides, external inflows, wind data, rainfall and evaporation 
rates, and channel or bay geometry (length, width, depth), and 
roughness, the model solves the continuity equation and the two-
dimensional equations of motion for the unknowns of height and flow 






















Initially, a coarse grid model was run encompassing the entire 
study area and calibrated to yield good-reproduction of known tidal 
records in the back bays and main channels. Using the output from 
this coarse grid model, finer grid models were run in each of the 
bays to better define the flow fields in these locations. However, 
no flow or velocity measurements are available to verify those pre-
dicted by the models. Thus, the models are not yet calibrated to 
predict discharge. 
Conclusions drawn from the study are: 
1. The flow field cannot be accurately defined until the models 
are calibrated· using field discharge measurements. 
2. The models accurately predict tidal heights. 
3. An order of magnitude estimate for the minimum flood or ebb 
tidal prism for Hereford Inlet is 6.10 8 ft 3 • 
Lastly, calibration of the models with field observations of 
tidal height and discharge is recommended for future study. This 
calibration must be accomplished prior to using the computed hydro-
dynamics as input to salinity or contaminant transport models or 





















2. HYDTID MODEL FORMULATION 
2.1 Hathematical Development 
The explicit finite difference technique is used to HYDTID to 
solve the equations of motion and the continuity equation to obtain 
the hydrodynamics of a tidal system. In the finite difference scheme, 
a grid is placed over the region being studied and is used to represent 
the physical parameters being modeled. This discr-etization is shown 
in Fig. 2. In this figure it is seen that the parameters defined at 
the center of a cell include: d, the depth of water equal to h - z, 
h being the height of the water surface and z being the bottom elevation; 
r, the rainfall intensity; e, the evaporation rate; and n, Manning's 
roughness coefficient. The parameters q and q represent the flows 
X y 
per unit width in the x andy directions, and are defined on the cell's 
right and top sides, respectively. The cell indices are represented 
by (i' j). 
The solution scheme begins with a given set of initial and 
boundary conditions and proceeds to update the initial values of qx' 
and h for the next time step. Once the values have been recomputed 
for every cell, time is advanced, and the entire process is repeated 
for the new set of boundary conditions. For the development of the 
finite difference forms of the basic equations, the reader is referred 
to Masch, Brandes, and Reagan (1977 a) and to Appendix 1. 
The explicit finite difference technique cannot be applied with-
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through the mathematical considerations of stability and convergence. 
Specifically, the following criteria must be satisfied in order for 
the scheme to work: 
~s 
. ~ t < --;::::====7==== 
- ·12 d g max (1) 
where t:. t = time step; t:.s = t:.x = t:.y = cell or mesh size on a side; 
d = maximum water depth in the model, and g = gravitational 
max 
acceleration, 32.2 ft/sec/sec. Dronkers (1964) presents the theoreti-
cal development of the finite difference method as applied to tidal 
computations and discusses the stability and convergence criteria. 
2.2 Boundary Conditions 
The boundary conditions to be applied to the basic equations 
depend upon the physical situation being modeled and take on seven 
general forms: 
1. Water-land boundaries 
2. Submerged barrier boundaries 
3. Overtopping barrier.boundaries 
4. External flow boundaries 
5. Artifical offshore tidal boundaries 
6. Artifica1 tidal storage boundaries 
7. Inundation boundaries 
Water-land boundaries are characterized by no flow across the 
boundary. Islands, jetties, and other impermeable structures are 





















The water level on both sides of a submerged barrier boundary 
always exceeds the barrier crest elevation. Flows across submerged 
reefs and sand bars can be modeled in this manner. Since the sub-
merged barrier is essentially a submerged weir, it can also be used 
to control the flow through narrow channels and passes. Because its 
use requires determination of a discharge coefficient and barrier 
crest elevation, the device was not used in this effort. 
Overtopping barrier boundaries model situations in which the 
water level on only one side of the boundary exceeds the barrier 
crest elevation, and, thus, are equivalent to broad crested weirs. 
As with the submerged barrier, a barrier crest elevation and dis-
charge coefficient must be specified. 
External flow boundaries are used to model inflows and outflows 
around the grid perimeter~ This permits the effect of river inflows 
or sewage out falls to be included~. 
Artificial offshore tidal boundaries describe the tidal action 
occurring offshore in the study area. The flow across the boundary 
is computed as a function of the difference in the tidal height 
across the boundary from the relation: 
q = C (H - h). (2) 
where q is the flow rate per foot of width in the x or y direction, 
C is an admittance coefficient with the units of velocity, H is the 
measured tidal height in the offshore cell, and h is the tidal height 






















Artificial tidal-storage boundaries are computationally similar 
to the artificial offshore tidal boundaries just described, except they 
lie within the mouth of the tidal system. They provide for the proper 
exchange of water in the back bays and channels by relating an actual 
or derived tidal record to the flow at that point. 
Inundation boundaries permit the flooding of areas when the water 
level in a cell rises above the ground elevation in an adjacent cell. 
Computations at this type of boundary are characterized by a check of 
water and ground elevations in the adjacent cell to determine if flow 
can occur. When flow is possible, it is computed from Eqs. 14, 16 and 25 
in Appendix 1. If flow is not possible, the boundary is treated as 
a water-land boundary. 
The model uses the above boundary conditions in identifying the 
cell type and for determining what computations are to be performed in 
that cell. Cells are identified by the configurations of their top 
and right sides. There are 45 different cell configurations as 
shown in Fig. 3. 
The boundary conditions not only determine what computations are 
to be performed in a cell, but also affect how cells interact through 
the convective terms of the basic equations. The model employs a 
convective flagging scheme which designates the appropriate calcula-
tion to be performed in each direction in each cell. The convective 






























Cell Flagging Scheme For Identifying 


































































Cell Flagging Scheme For Identifying 
Flow Boundary Gonditions 
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FIGURE 3, continued 
[after Masch, Brandes, and Reagan (1977a)] 





















3. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 
3.1 Implementation Procedure 
To apply HYDTID to a given location, Masch, Brandes, and Reagan 
(1977 a and b) recommend the following procedure: 
1. Select the grid size, ~s, and the time step, ~t. 
2. Overlay a grid of ~s on a side over a map of the study area. 
3. Determine the average bottom depth or land elevation in 
each resulting cell. 
4. Identify each cell computation flag. 
5. Assign convective acceleration flags. 
6. Assign discharge coefficients and barrier crest elevations 
to all barriers. 
7. Estimate Manning's n for each cell. 
8. Collect necessary data and select the calibration period. 
9. Format the data for input. 
10. Operate the model for the selected calibration period. 
11. Refine the output by adjusting friction values, barrier 
characteristics, cell elevations, and derived forcing 
functions. 





















The remainder of this chapter details how this procedure was applied 
to this modeling effort. 
3.2 Model Application 
Selection of the grid spacing, ~s = ~x = ~y, depends upon avail-
able prototype data, required model resolution, available computer 
resources (execution time and central memory requirements), and the 
stability criteria of Eq. (1). Due to the size of the study area 
(about 50,000 ft. by 22,000 ft. or 39.5 sq. mi.), a compromise 
between detail and cost was reached by running four different models. 
A coarse grid, which e~compassed the entire study area, 2000 ft. on a 
cell side and requiring a 60 second time step, was used to determine 
the overall flow pattern, while finer grids of 500 ft. on a side with 
12-15 second time steps were used to better define the hydrodynamics 
in the back bays and sounds. The coarse grid is shown in Fig. 4 and 
the three fine grids overlaying the coarse grid in Fig~: 5~. 
Bottom depths and land elevations for each cell were determined 
from surveys obtained from the State of New Jersey, the USGS topo-
graphic maps, navigation charts, and from site visits. When the 
bottom elevation was not constant throughout a cell, an average cell 
elevation consistent with those in adjacent cells was chosen.. Ele-
vations for the marshy areas were varied during the calibration pro-
cess in an attempt to account for the water which is stored in them. 
It was found that adjacent inundatable areas should have their 
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instabilities which can result when water is routed between a large 
number of slightly inundated areas at the same elevation. The datum 
for all elevations was mean low water (MLW). 
Cell computation flags were determined by comparing the cell's 
top and right sides to those in Fig. 3. The cells in the marshy 
areas were encoded as inundation cells to permit filling on the flood 
tide and draining on the ebb tide. For computational reasons, an 
extra row of cells must be included along the top and right sides of 
each grid and are encoded as land cells. No computations are per-
formed in these or any land cells. 
Convective acceleration flags were assigned by comparing flow 
and no-flow sides around each cell to those in Fig. 6. To insure 
computational stability, it is necessary for forcing cells and inun-
dation cells with positive elevations to be considered closed cells 
and assigned convective flag 22. As modified, the program automat-
ically assigns a flag of 22 to all cells and then changes those for 
which a different flag is input. 
As indicated previously, submerged and overtopping barriers were 
not employed· in this study, as they introduce two more parameters, 
the discharge coefficient and the barrier crest elevation, which then 
must be determined. Should the use of these devices be desired, 
guidance for selecting values for these parameters can be found in 




I CONVECTIVE FLAGGING 
I SCHEME 
I FLOW CONDITION FLAG SCHEMATl C TOP BOTTOM R SIDE L SIDE 
I 1 1 D FLOW FLOW FLOW .FLOW 
I 12 D FLOW FLOW NO FLOW NO FLOW 
I 1 3 D FLOW FLOW FLOW NO FLOW· 1 4 D FLOW FLOW NO FLOW FLOW 
I 21 D . NO FLOW NO FLOW FLOW FLOW 
I 22 D NO FLOW NO FLOW NO FLOW NO FLOW . 23 D NO FLOW NO FLOW FLOW NO FLOW . 
I 24 D NO FLOW NO FLOW NO FLOW FLOW . 
I 31 D FLOW NO FLOW FLOW FLOW 
I 32 D FLOW NO FLOW NO FLOW NO FLOW 33 D FLOW NO FLOW FLOW NO FLOW 
I 34 D FLOW NO FLOW NO FLOW FLOW 
I 41 D NO FLOW FLOW FLOW FLOW 
42 D NO FLOW FLOW NO F.LOW NO FLOW 
I 43 D NO FLOW FLOW FLOW NO FLOW 
I 4Ll. , I D ~0 FLOW FLOW NO FLOW FLOW 






















Estimates for Manning's n were based upon the values recommended 
by Chow (1964) and Escoffier (1977). The following formulas were 
used to compute Manning's n from the cell elevation, z: 
z ~ 0 n = 0.028 + z/1000. 
z > 0 n = 0.028 + z/200. 
(3) 
(4) 
Tidal data were obtained from the Tidal Datums and Information 
Branch, Tides and Water Levels Division, National Ocean Survey (NOS), 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Rockville, Maryland 
20852. Records of hourly heights were obtained for the month of 














Sandy Hook (SH) 
Townsend Inlet (TI) 
Great Sound (GS) 
Shellbed Landing, Jenkins Sound (JS) 
Stone Harbor, Great Channel (GC) 
Nummy Island (NI) 
Old Turtle Thorofare (OTT) 
West Wildwood, Grassy Sound (WW) 



















For each of the records, except Great Sound and Jenkins Sound, a 
correction to be subtracted from each of the hourly heights to refer 
the data to MLW was provided by NOS. The records in these two sounds 
indicated that whenever those gages went below one foot staff reading, 
the gages stuck until the tide rose again to free them. Thus, those 
two records contained no low water data except on 25, 26, and 27 of 
August 1978, which was a neap tide period. In order to use a complete 
set of tidal data, one of those days, 25 August, was selected as the 
calibration day. 
For the coarse grid, the tidal record at Sunset Lake was used 
to force the system from the south and the Townsend Inlet record from 
the north. To force the system from the ocean, the Sandy Hook record 
was used and.modified to approximate the tide to be expected at 
Hereford Inlet. Tide tables (1978) provided the following relations 




















These corrections indicate on the average the high and low tides 
occur two minutes later at Hereford Inlet than at Sandy Hook and the 





















Sandy Hook, while the low water heights are essentially the same. 
Since the time difference between the two stations was considered 
negligible, the Hereford Inlet tide was derived from the Sandy Hook 
by adjusting that record as ~follows: the recorded low water was left 
unchanged, the recorded high was reduced by an amount up to 0.5 ft., 
and all intermediate heights reduced by linear interpolation. During 
the calibration process, different corrections were applied, and the 
correction yielding the best reproduction at Nummy Island, located 
just inside the inlet, was accepted. This value was 0.25 ft. 
For the three fine grids, the tidal heights for the forcing 
cells were derived from known records or from the tidal heights 







Fine Grid Tidal Data 
• 
Forcing Cell Source 
All Coarse Grid Il0J04 
(computed Nummy Island) 
I05J01 Coarse Grid Il9J05 
I06J01 Coarse Grid Il9J05 
I08J01 Coars.e Grid Il9J05 
I29J05 Townsend Inlet 
I32J05 Coarse Grid IlOJ04 
I.OlJ09 Sunset Lake 
In this table, IxxJyy refer to the x and y indices resulting from 





















The missing records from the Great Sound and Jenkins Sound gages 
required an estimate be made of the correction to reference those 
readings to MLW. A correlation was found between the low water 
reading on any day and the correction to be applied to that reading 
to reference it to MLW. A least squares analysis of the data in 
Table 3 yielded a correlation coeff_icient of 0. 9987·. 
TABLE 3 
Selected Tidal Heights 26 August 1978 
Low Water MLW 
Reading Correction 
Old Turtle Thorofare 1.20 0.46. 
Sunset Lake 1.53 0.72 
Nmmny Island 1.87 1.01 
Townsend Inlet 2.11 1.34 
West Wildwood 3.28 2.47 
Great Channel 4.07 3.39 
The least squares analysis yielded the regression equation: 
MLW Correction = 1.0 • (Low Water Reading) - 0.84 (5) 
as the line of best fit and was used to determine corrections of 0.30 





















best fit line are shown in Fig. 7. The measured and adjusted tidal 
data for 25 August are contained in Appendix 2. 
The next step in the implementation procedure was to select the 
program control options and to assemble the data into the required 
input formats. Masch, Brandes, and Reagan (1977 a and b) detail these 
options and formats. While the program does permit inclusion of wind, 
precipitation, and evaporation effects, accurate information con-
cerning these effects was not available, and hence, they were not 
included. Further, since these effects are expected to be small 
compared to the tidal effect, their exclusion should not cause any 
significant errors. 
The first run for all of the grids was the "zero" test case. In 
this test, zero height tides were applied to the grid and used to 
locate any miscoded cells which produced nonzero flows and heights. 
After correcting any coding errors detected.by the zero test, 
the next run was to generate the flows and heights in each cell cor-
responding to the initial conditions of the calibration period. This 
was accomplished through the programls control options to set the 
initial hydrodynamics to zero or read them from tape or cards, and 
to save the ending hydrodynamics on file. 
For the coarse grid, four start-up techniques were tested. The 
first technique was to set the initial hydrodynamics to zero and to 
apply the observed tidal heights in the forcing cells for one tidal 
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cell were then saved and used to approximate the initial conditions 
at the beginning of the tidal cycle. This techniq~e is illustrated 
in Fig. 8a, which shows the response of a typical back bay cell to 
the application of an observed ocean tide in a nearby forcing cell. 
This proved unsatisfactory for two reasons. First, it was 
found that if start-up was attempted with the initial hydrodynamics 
set to zero while the applied tides were much different than zero, 
surges would develop. These surges could result in computational 
instabilities and physical impossibilities, such as water levels 
greatly in excess of those applied. Second, upon restart, the flows 
and heights across the tidal boundaries did not exactly correspond 
to those required by Eq. (2). This resulted in the first 10-20 
time. steps of the restart being used to realign these flows and 
heights, adversely affecting the simulation for a short time period 
at the beginning of the restart. 
The second technique also involved setting the initial hydro-
dynamics to zero, but applied synthetic tides which started at zero 
height and increased in magnitude following the observed tides until 
the starting heights were reached. This is illustrated in Fig. 8b. 
'This technique eliminated the problems associated with the first 
technique and had an additional advantage of saving on computer 
resources by reducing the computation effort required to generate the 
initial conditions. However, since the datum chosen for the model 
was mean low water, the tidal height at low water in the previous 






















substantial depth changes were required to fill the water cells to 
that depth before proceeding through the tidal cycle. 
The third technique involved writing a separate routine to fill 
all water cells to the low water depth (1.69 ft. for the coarse grid) 
and to set the x and y flows to zero. This information was stored on 
file and read as the intial hydrodynamics for a run which started at 
this height and followed the observed records to the heights of inter-
est (see Fig. 8c)-. 
The last technique was similar to the third technique, except 
the water cells were filled to the highest value observed in the 
previous cycle and then permitted to drain and refill following the 
observed records (s~e Fig. 8d). 
The tidal heights computed by the last three techniques were 
within the thousandths of a foot in any one cell, with the correspond-
ing flows within 10%. Confident that these results were equally 
accurate, the third technique was adopted, since it required the 
least computational effort. For the fine grids, this same technique 
was used, with the tidal heights applied being those generated by 
the coarse grid during its start-up. 
Given these starting conditions, calibration runs were con-
ducted for the neap tide case and the output refined through the 
adjustment of the bottom friction and the elevations assigned to the 
inundatable areas. The Hereford Inlet tide was also modified until 






















These final parameter values became those adopted for future opera-
tional runs. 
3.3 Presentation of the Results 
As currently structured, theprogram's output includes printing 
hourly flows in the x and y directions and computed tidal heights for 
twenty predesignated cells. Line printer plotting of computed and 
observed heights is also available. While this information pro-
vided some understanding of the system's response, it did not pro-
vide the insight into the system's hydraulics that was desired. A 
picture of the flow pattern at any point in time would readily pro-
vide the desired insight. 
Development of the picture concept was easily a~complished by 
combining the program's ability to store instantaneous hydrodynamics 
(h, q , and q ) for every cell at any desired time level with a plot-
x y . 
ting routine designed to accurately display the informatio~ in pictor-
ial form. By checking the height in the cell, the· plotting routine 
determines wheth~r the cell is a land cell, water cell, or inundatable 
area, and whether the inundatable area is wet or dry. It then plots 
the x flow on the right side of the cell and the y flow on the top 
side, each appropriately scaled to represent the magnitude of that 
flow. No-flow boundaries and forcing cells are indicated. A title 
box is included, providing the name of the grid being plotted, the 





















the scale of the flow vectors. A marker indicates the point in the 
tidal cycle relative to the ocean tide._ 
The models were run to simulate two tidal cycles (approximately 
25 hours), beginning 2400 hours (midnight) 25 August 1978 and ending 
0100 hours (1:00 a.m.) 27 August 1978. Instantaneous hydrodynamics 
were saved at ten minute intervals and later used to plot flow 
patterns, flow rate versus time, volume versus time, and tidal 
height versus time at selected locations. The ten minute time interval 
was selected because it provided sufficient detail without an over-
abundance of data being saved. 
In reviewing the flow patterns it must be remembered that the 
models are not yet calibrated to predict flows. The flow patterns 
are contained in Appendices 3 through 6. These results are discussed 





















4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 
4.1 Coarse Grid 
Figure 9 shows the coarse grid and its relation to the study 
area. The output from the grid is contained in Appendix 3. Through-
out the following discussion, any reference to Hereford Inlet, Sunset 
Lake, or Townsend Inlet is construed to mean the forcing cells at 
these locations. 
At the start of the simulation period the tide is rising. Sun-
set Lake is filling Richardson and Grassy Sounds, with some flow 
through to Nummy Island. Hereford Inlet is filling Jenkins Sound, 
with some flow up Great Channel to Great Sound. Great Sound is also 
being filled_ from Townsend Inlet. 
At 0100 hours the flows are decreasing. Jenkins Sound is now 
being filled entirely from Sunset Lake. Little influence is being 
felt from Townsend Inlet. 
At 0200 hours high ocean tide occurs. An unexpected flow-
through condition exists, with flow in at Sunset Lake, through the 
system along the Intercoastal Waterway.and out at Townsend Inlet. A 
near slack condition exists in Hereford Inlet and Jenkins Sound. 
By 0300 hours the tide is falling, butthe flow-through condition 
still exists. Richardson, Grassy, and Jenkins Sounds are draining, 
with about half of the water leaving the system through Hereford 
Inlet, the remainder flowing up Great Channel to Great Sound where it 
drains through Townsend Inlet. 
-35-
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As the tide falls, so does the influence of Sunset Lake. At 
0400 hours the drainage pattern is similar to that at 0300 hours, but 
the flow in Great Channel is greatly diminished. There is evidence 
of a nodal point forming, indicating flow both up and down the 
channel. 
Maximum ebb flow occurs through Hereford Inlet about 0500 hours. 
The nodal point has moved five or six cells up Great Channel, as 
there is little inflow from Sunset Lake and increased discharge out 
Townsend Inlet. 
As the tide continues to fall through 0600 hours, flow is now 
out through Sunset Lake. Flow magnitudes continue to decrease, and 
at 0800 hours low water is reached.· A slight flow is indicated up the 
Intercoastal Waterway and out Townsend Inlet, but there is little 
flow past Sunset Lake or Hereford Inlet. This corresponds to the 
slack water condition. 
By 0900 hours the tide is rising. Sunset Lake is filling 
Richardson and Grassy Sounds. Hereford Inlet fills Jenkins Sound and 
Great Sound through Great Channel, while Townsend Inlet contributes a 
small volume to Great Sound. The flow magnitudes increase as the 
tide rises, reaching maximum flood flow through Hereford Inlet·about 
1100 hours and then decrease as high tide is approached. High tide 
occurs at 1400 hours, but it is not until 1500 hours that the slack 
water condition exists in the inlet. At this time, the flow pattern 
exhibits the same flow-through CODdition as seen at 0200 hours, and 





















The flow-through character of the system is further displayed in 
Fig. 10, which depicts the flow rate versus time at Hereford Inlet, 
Sunset Lake, and Townsend Inlet. Flow into the system is defined as 
positive, outflow as negative. Figure 10 indicates the flow at 
Hereford Inlet is generally sinusoidal, the flow at Sunset Lake is 
predominately_in and at Townsend Inlet it is predominately out. 
Integrating the flow versus time curve with the trapezoidal rule 
yields the volume passing the point with time. If the flow versus 
time curve was a true sine curve, integration over one cycle would 
yield zero net volume. From the total volume line in Fig. 11, it 
can be seen that zero net volume occurs at 1214 hours, or 11 minutes 
before the end of the typical 12 hour, 25 minute tidal cycle. At 
the end of the two cycles, however, there is a net outflow of water 
on the order of 1.8 • 10 8 cubic feet. Extrapolation-of the results 
indicate it would take an additional 50 minutes to bring the system 
back to zero net volume, while Hereford Inlet would take about 80 
minutes before its next zero crossing. 
Computed and observed tidal heights generally compared quite 
well. At Old Turtle Thorofare, located in Richardson Sound, computed 
and observed tidal heights agreed quit"e favorably, although the pre-
dicted values were slightly higher than observed values at low water 
(see Fig. 12). The same was true for the West Wildwood gage, located 
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VOLUME VS TIME 
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TIDAL HEIGHT VS TIME 
OLD TURTLE THOROFARE 
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TIDAL HEIGHT VS TIME 
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At Nummy Island reproduction was generally accurate, although a 
slight phase lag was evidenced near the-extremes (see Fig. 14). At 
the extremes the model slightly overestimated the highs and underesti-
mated the lows. These errors are directly related to the adjustment 
of the Sandy Hook tide. 
At Shellbed Landing, located in Jenkins Sound, reproduction was 
also adequate, although the same situations occurred as with Nummy 
Island. The observed and computed tidal heights show close agreement, 
lending credibility to the least squares technique used to obtain 
the MLW correction (see Fig. 15). 
Comparison of the observed computed heights at the Stone Harbor. 
gage, Great Channel, is presented in Fig. 16. While of lesser 
quality than the others, the rep~oduction of the observed record is 
still considered satisfactory. 
At the last gage, Great Sound, the computed tidal heights gener-
ally lead the observed heights by about half an hour (see Fig. 17). 
Observed heights at Great Sound are consistent with the heights 
observed at other cells in that the lows are not low enough, but they 
also suffer in that the highs are not high enough. This may result 
from too much water leaving the system at Townsend Inlet, thus not 
permitting the tidal height to build up. 
Overall, the ability of the coarse grid to reproduce observed 
. 
tidal heights is good. The problems related to the computed low water 
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TIDAL HEIGHT VS TIME 
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TIDAL HEIGHT VS TIME 
GREAT CHANNEL GAGE 
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TIDAL HEIGHT VS TIME 
GREAT SOUND GAGE 
+ - OBSERVED MLW HEIGHT 
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water heights of the Sandy Hook tide unadjusted. Had these values 
been lowered about 0.1 feet, reproduction of the low values would 
have been much better. Problems with the highs are fine tuning ones, 
and some adjustment of friction factors may help, but gre.atly. 
improved reproduction of observed tidal heights is not likely to be 
achieved. 
Concerning the flows and flow measurements predicted by the 
coarse grid, it is clearly evident that the grid is too coarse to 
accurately predict the flows in the system. In locations such as 
Sunset Lake, Townsend Inlet, and Great Channel, channels that are 
actually 500 feet wide and up to 30 feet deep are modeled as being 
2000 feet wide and eight feet deep. As a result, these channels may 
be too efficient and permit too much water to pass. The fact that 
Sunset Lake is constantly higher than Townsend Inlet ·drives the 
flow through the system as observed. In reality, much of this head 
might be lost in the constricted channel connecting Sunset Lake with 
Richardson and Grassy Sounds. At this point, velocity or discharge 
measurements are needed to permit further refinement of the coarse 
grid. 
Despite these shortcomings, as this is a neap tide day, an order 
of magnitude estimate for the minimum tidal prism for 1lere.ford Inlet 
can be obtained from these results. The maximum positive volume 
occurs at the change from flood to ebb tide. Likewise, the most nega-
tive volume corresponds to the change from ebb to flood tide. Thus, 
the difference between these two values represents the volume of the 





















Using the data for the first tidal cycle and taking the most 
positive volume minus the most negative-volume, an estimate for the 
ebb tidal prism is: 
Applying this procedure to the second tidal cycle yields: 
Similarly, the tidal prism for the flood tide can be.computed by 
taking the most positive volume from the second tidal cycle minus the 
most negative volume from the first, as this difference represents the 
total volume which flowed in through the inlet. This calculation 
yields: 
1.6.108 ft 3 - (-4.7. 10 8 ) ft 3 =6.3. 10 8 ft 3 
The tidal prism for other tidal cycles is expected to be greater than 
these values. 
4.2 Jenkins Sound Fine Grid 
The Jenkins Sound fine grid is shown in Fig. 18. The output of 
the model is found in Appendix 4. 
Beginning at 2400 hours the tide is rising, and the sound is 
filling. Between 2400 and 0100 hours inundation occurs in the areas 
set at elevation 4.0 to 4.1 feet, as can be seen by comparing the two 











































disappeared. At 0200 hours high tide is reached, and then the sound 
begins draining.. By 0400 hours, the tidal heights are below 4.0 feet, 
and the inundated areas become dry once again, as.indicated by the 
return of the marsh symbols. Draining continues until~low tide 
at 0800 hours, after which filling begins. The rate of filling 
increases through the maximum flood tide about llOO.hours, and 
decreases to zero near 1500 ·hours. Thereafter, draining begins, and 
the cycle repeats. 
The inflow and outflow of the tidal cycle is readily evident in 
Fig. 19, which shows the sum of the flow rates with time through the 
grid's four forcing cells. The corresponding volume versus time graph 
is Fig. 20. From Fig. 20, it can be seen that zero net exchange occurs 
at 1218 hours or about nine minutes before the end of a ty?ical cycle. 
The net outflow at the end of the second cycle is 1.7 • 10 8 cubic feet. 
The computed and observed tidal heights are compared in Fig. 21. 
Reproduction is accurate, except at low tide. This reflects the inad-
equacy of the input data as generated by the coarse grid in this range. 
Comparison of flow rates, volumes, and tidal heights for the 
coarse and fine grid models of Jenkins Sound are made in Figs. 22 to 
24. The flow rates show consistency between them, although at the 
change of tide, the magnitude of the coarse grid flow is usually 
slightly larger than that of the fine grid. This is reflected in the 
voiume versus time comparison, where the coarse grid volumes are 
larger, but the zero crossings are quite close. The computed tidal 
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This agreement between the coarse and fine grids of Jenkins 
Sound is expected. In this instance, the coarse grid configu- _ 
ration reasonably represents the true geometry, in that one 2000 foot 
wide, six foot deep channel to Jenkins Sound in the coarse grid is 
equalled by four 500 foot wide, six foot deep channels in the fine 
grid. This is not the case with the other grids, where the coarse 
grid is less representatative of the actual geometry. 
4.3 Great Sound Fine Grid 
The Great Sound modeling area is shown in Fig. 25. The output 
from the grid is contained in Appendix 5. 
The simulation presented by the Great Sound fine grid model is 
initially similar to that of the coarse grid, with Great Sound being 
filled from both Great Channel and Townsend Inlet. As with the 
Jenkins Sound fine model, inundation begins at four foot elevation 
sometime between 2400 and 0100 hours. 
By 0200 hours, the fine grid indicates flow up Great Channel, 
through Great Sound, and out Townsend Inlet, as was observed in the 
coarse grid model. At 0300 hours, the fine grid shows a near slack 
condition in Great Channel, in contrast to the flow up Great Channel 
to Great Sound predicted by the corase grid. Both models show 
drainage out of Townsend Inlet. 
Through the rest of the falling tide period, 0400-0800 hours, 





















Great Sound Fine Grid 
FIGURE 25 





















The fine grid indicates flow out of Great Sound and down Great 
Channel, while the coarse grid ·shows flow up Great_ Channel into Great 
Sound. This difference is undoubtedly due to the higher head loss 
across Great Sound in the fine grid, as compared to that in the 
coarse grid. This increased head loss results from the shallower 
depths and more irregular geometry of the fine grid as compared to 
the coarse grid. Hence, it is easier for the water to flow out at 
Great Channel in the fine grid than to flow across Great Sound and 
out at Townsend Inlet as seen in the coarse grid model. (It should 
be noted the circular flow pattern found in the lower left corner of 
the fine grid between 0700 and 0900 hours is a computation anomaly 
and is due to the fact that it is easier for the water to circulate 
between these deeper, lower friction cells than to flow into the 
adjacent, higher friction, shallower cells. This typ·e of circula-
tion pattern would not be observed in nature over this portion of 
the tidal cycle.) 
As the tide rises, the sound again fills from both Great Channel 
and Townsend Inlet. By high tide at 1400 hours, the inundatable 
areas have again been flooded. Hereafter, the pattern repeats 
through the next cycle. 
Comparisons of the flows for the fine grid at Townsend Inlet and 
Great Channel are shown in Fig. 26. This graph indicates predomi-
nantly inflow at Great Channel and outflow at Townsend Inlet. While 
the forms of the hydrographs are similar, the inflow through Great 
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The two locations experience similar peak outflows. This translates 
to a net inflow past Great Channel and net outflow past Townsend 
Inlet, as shown in Fig. 27 •· 
Comparisons of coarse and fine grid flows at Townsend Inlet is 
shown in Fig. 28. It can be seen that, although the forcing cell at 
Townsend Inlet in the coarse grid is four times as wide as the cor-
responding cell in the fine grid, and both are at the same depth, the 
flow rate is not four times as large, but only two to three times 
greater. This results from the technique used in Eq. (2) ·to compute 
the flow, which relates the flow in the cell to the difference 
between the tidal heights across the cell boundary. Due to the non-
linearity of the equations, the resulting flows are not linearly 
proportional. The volumes corresponding to the flows of Fig. 28 
are shown in Fig. 29. 
At Great Channel, Fig. 30, the fine grid shows more variability 
in direction than does the coarse grid. This draining and filling 
is what would be anticipated, rather than the flow-through condition 
experienced in the coarse grid. The corresponding volume vs. time 
graphs are in Fig. 31, which indicate both grids experience a net 
inflow at Great Channel. The magnitude of this net inflow is much 
less for the fine grid, however. 
The tidal heights computed by the fine grid are shown in 
Fig. 32. The figure shows favorable reproduction, except at the 
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Comparison of the computed heights by the coarse and fine grids is 
made in Fig. 33, where it can be seen that the coarse grid simulation 
is the slightly better of the two. 
4.4 Richardson and Grassy Sound Fine Grid 
The third fine grid model run was for Richardson and Grassy 
Sounds. The coarse and fine grids for this area shows significant 
differences (see Fig. 34). In the coarse grid, Richardson Sound has 
only one inlet/outlet, while in the fine grid, at least five cells 
feed it, including Old Turtle Thorofare, which is not included in 
the coarse grid. In the fine grid, the sounds are more irregular in 
shape, with mpst of the small, interconnecting channels represented. 
In the coarse grid, most of this detail is missing. The output from 
this fine_grid is contained in Appendix 6. 
At the start of the simulation period the models disagree as to 
the flow pattern. The coarse grid predicts flow from Sunset Lake, 
through the Intercoastal Waterway and down to Nummy Island. The 
fine grid, however, predicts flow in at both Sunset Lake and Nummy 
Island. This filling pattern continues until 0200 hours when high 
tide is reached. During the filling process the lower elevation 
inundation cells change from dry to wet. 
After high tide, the_ fine grid, model predicts the sounds will drain 
past both Sunset Lake and Nummy Island, in contrast to the flow-
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pattern continues until low tide at 0800 hours, and filling begins by 
0900 hours. The large flows indicated near the entrance to Richardson 
Sound during the draining process are again an anomaly similar to 
that observed with the Great Sound fine grid and do not exist in 
reality. 
Filling begins shortly after low water and continues until just 
past high tide. This time the sounds are filled from both directions 
in both grids. Inundation again occurs in the fine grid when the 
water levels begin exceeding four feet. The flow pattern.then 
repeats over the next tidal cycle. 
The flow rates through the forcing cells at Sunset Lake and 
Nummy Island are shown in Fig. 35, and the corresponding net volumes 
in Fig. 36. The flow-through bias of the coarse grid is evident in 
these figures. Comparisons of the flow rates and volumes between 
the coarse and fine grids at these same locations are presented in 
Figs. 37 to 40. 
The tidal heights predicted by the fine grid for Old Turtle 
Thorofare and West Wildwood are shown in Figs. 41 and 42. The re-
sults show lags of 45 minutes to an hour between computed and 
observed results. Such phasing indicates it is difficult for the 
water to enter and leave the sounds. This can be caused by shallow 
depths with high friction factors, resulting in restricted flow. 
The lags should be reduced with additional fine tuning. Comparisons 
with the coarse grid results are presented in Figs. 43 and 44, which 
show the coarse grid is more accurate in predicting water levels at 
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Tidal Height versus Time - West Wildwood Gage - Richardson 





















T-IDAL HEIGHT VS TIME 
OLD TURTLE THOROFARE 
+ - OBSERVED MLW HEIGHT 
1 - FINE GRID COMPUTED HT 































Tidal Height versus Time - Old Turtle Thorofare 
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T.IDAL HEIGHT VS TIME 
WEST WILDWOOD GAGE 
+ - OBSERVED MLW HEIGHT 
1 - FINE GRID COMPUTED HT 
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Tidal Height versus Time - West Hildwood Gage 
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4. 5 Comments 
Overall, the reproduction of observed tidal heights is accurate. 
Discrepancies at the extremes and phase differences between observed 
and computed heights are matters of fine tuning and not believed to 
be a shortcoming in the model. The quality of the computed flows 
remains questionable, however, .as no field measurements are available 
for comparison. Once flow measurements are available and the models 
are calibrated to predict both tidal height and discharge, it is 
anticipated the fine grid models will provide more accurate results 
than will the coarse grid model, as they better represent the true 
geometry. 
-83..,. 




















5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
5.1 Summary 
The explicit, two-dimensional finite difference model HYDTID was 
applied to the Hereford Inlet bay system and used to predict the 
·system's hydrodynamic response to applied forcing tides. The model 
predicts flow magnitudes in the x and y directions and the tidal 
height in each cell by solving the vertically averaged momentum and 
continuity equations within the constraints of the initial and bound-
ary conditions. 
Initially, a coarse grid model, with a cell size of 2000 ft. on 
a side, crudely represented the true geometry, but was able to encom-
pass the entire study area. This model was forced from the north 
near Townsend Inlet and the south at Sunset Lake by observed records 
at these locations. From the east the model was forced by a tide 
derived from the Sandy Hook record. The simulated tidal heights 
and flows were refined through adjustment of cell depth and friction, 
through modification of the Hereford Inlet tide, and by varying the 
amount of storage permitted in the inundatable areas. 
As finalized, the coarse model did not require inundatable areas 
to accurately reproduce the six known tidal records lying within the 
system. At specific locations the predicted tidal heights were then 
used as the boundary conditions to for~e finer grid models. These 
finer grids were located. in Jenkins Sound, Great Sound, and Richard-





















The finer grids can more accurately represent the true geometry, 
and with further fine tuning, should be able to predict the observed 
tidal heights more accurately. The results were readily affected by 
small changes in cell depth, roughness, and boundary definition. 
Due to the lack of field data, none of the models are yet cali-
brated to predict discharge. Thus, the flow patterns predicted in 
the grids are not necessarily accurate, and may, therefore, be 
correct only as an order of magnitude estimate. 
5.2 Conclusions 
These restrictions lead to the following conclusions for this 
study: 
1. The flow field cannot be accurately defined until the 
model is calibrated using field discharge measurements. 
2. The model does accurately predict tidal heights when 
properly calibrated. 
3. The neap tidal prism for ebb and flood flow in Hereford 
Inlet is at least 6 • 10 8 ft 3 • 
5.3 Recommendations for Future Study · 
This modeling effort was intended to be a first step in the 
study of the hydraulics of the Hereford Inlet-bay system. Until the 
model is calibrated to predict discharge, however, it is of only 
limited usefulness. Therefore, a recommendation for future study 





















The preferred way to perform the calibration would be to collect 
a complete set of hydraulic data over ~ full tidal cycle. This would 
involve simultaneous measurements of tidal heights, discharge, and 
bottom elevations in Great Channel and near Nummy Island at their 
previous gaging locations, and measurements in new locations at 
Hereford Inlet, at Long Reach (in lieu of Townsend Inlet) and in 
Grassy Sound Channel (in lieu of Sunset Lake). Concurrent tidal height 
measurements, only,- would need:_to be ~taken at the previous gage 
locations at Old Turtle Thorofare, West Wildwood, Jenkins Sound, and 
Great Sound. This would provide a complete set of consistent data 
with which to calibrate the modeL 
Recognizing that this would be involved and expensive, a less 
sophisticated alternative would be to take only the discharge measure-
ments and then relate them to tidal heights through historical 
records. Using a bimodal Fourier series or similar technique, 
amplitude factors ~nd phase differences could be determined relating 
each record to the Sandy Hook record. Sandy Hook is convenient, 
because it is a permanent installation and is always available. By 
applying the amplitude factors and phase differences to the Sandy 
Hook tide, the desired records at any other time could be approxi-
mated. The Hereford lnlet record could then be derived from the 
Sandy Hook and Nummy Island records. With this data the model could 






















Once calibrated to predict both discharge and tidal height, the 
model would then be useful for predicting system response under vary-
ing tidal conditions. Application to sediment and contaminent trans-
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Tidal Hydrodynamic Equations 
The basic equations governing fluid flow are the Navier-Stokes 
equations, which express the conservation of momentum in viscous Newtonian 
fluids, and the continuity equation, which expresses the conservation 
of fluid mass. The solution of tidal hydraulics problems involving 
the Navier-Stokes equations is inconvenient due to their generality 
and nonlinear nat~re. 
In an effort to simplify their solution, Harris and Bodine (1977) 
present a manipulation of the equations into a form better suited 
to tidal computations. The resulting equations stress the principal 
phenomena and provide some insight into the nature of the secondary 
terms which are subsequently neglected. Basing their development on 
the assumption that sea water is incompressible, Reid and Bodine 
proceed to partition the tidal flow into large and small scale flows, 
and then average these resulting flows over time and space. The 
governing equations with groups of terms indicated by letters are: 
x and y momentum: 
aq -q aqx - 2 aqx + ah v2 X X nq gd s +K cosljJ (1) --=-- gd--
at d ax d ay ~ ax ex w ~ I 
A B c D E F 
~ r--1--, ~ 
aq -q ~- ~ aqy_ ah K v2 .:.y=_x_ . - nq - gd-- gd s + sinljJ (2) at d ax d ay X ay ey w 
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In these equations q , q , h, d, r, and e are defined in Section 
X y 
2.1. In addition, n is the coriolis parameter; S and S represent 
ex ey 
the bottom friction; K is a dimensionless wind stress coefficient; 
V is a measure of the wind speed; and ~ is the angle between the 
w 
wind direction and the x axis, measured clockwise from North 
In the momentum equations the terms labeled A are the unsteady 
terms and represent the change of flow with time; terms B are the 
convective acceleration terms and measure the inertia of the water; 
terms C are the coriolis terms which result from the use of a 
rotating coordinate system; terms D describe the slope of the water 
surface and the resulting pressure forces which drive the flow; 
terms E express the loss of momentum due to bottom friction as a 
function of Manning's n; and terms F represent the exchange of 
momentum at the water surface due to wind stresses. In the contin-
uity equation term G represents the rate at which the water surface 
rises or falls; terms H measure the rate at which the water converges 






















The explicit finite difference scheme applied to the equations 
is a time centered one in which computatibns of flows and water levels 
are performed in "leap frog" ·fashion. Superscript notation indicates 
the time level in the following manner: 
t-1 the previous time level (t - 6t/2) 
t the current time level (t) 
t+l the next time level (t + 6t/2) 
t+2 two subsequent levels (t + 6t) 





t+l ( .. ) q l.,J 
X 
6t 




t-1 (. . ) q l. ,J 
X 
qxt-l(i+l,j) - qxt-l(i-l,j) 
2 6x 
= dt(i,j) + dt(i+l,j) 
2 
.2_ aqx- 2 
d ay - d 




1 [ t-1(' ') + q t-l(i+l,J') qy = 4 qy l. ' J y 


























- Qq = - Qq y y (9) 
- gd ()h = - gd [ht(i+l,j) - ht(i,j)] 
()x X f::.x (10) 
2 g • n 




= n(i,j) + n(i+l,j) 
nx 2 (12) 
and 
(13). 
t+l In these expressions the only unknown is qx the flow per 
unit wi~th in the x direction at the next time step. Combining the 
terms according to Eq. (1) and solving for q t+l, the following 
X 
explicit relation is obtained: 
t+ 1 ( . . ) . [ t -1 ( . . ) qx ~,J = qx ~,J - ~ ~t • d 
X 




c = 1 + .l::.t 
fx d 
X 
t-1('+1 ") t-1(. 1 ") 2 " qx ~ ,J - qx ~- ,J gnx ut ·-
+ _..;;.::;..__























Similarly, using finite differences_on they momentum equation 
yields: 
t+1 
.. t-l(i+1 ") - t-1(i-1 ") t-1 qx qy ,J qy ,J 
qy (i,j) = [ q - .6t -d • --"------:,-:----"------y (i,j) 2 .6x y 
where 
C = 1 + At fy d y 
q t-l(i,j+l)~q t-l(i,j-1) gn 2 .6t 
y 2 y .6y .. + ----"----4"'""'/~3 [ q/ d] 
2.21 . d 
d = dt(i,j) + dt(i,j+1) 
y 2 
n = n(i,j) + n(i,j+l) 
y 2 
1/2 [(~ )2 + (q t-l(i,j)}2J 






























Lastly, the unknown water level, h, can be found from the 






t+ 1 ( . . ) t+ 1 ( . 1 J" ) qx ~,J - qx ~- ' 
b.x (23) 
a q t+ 1 < . . ) t+ 1 < . . 1) qy ~,J - qy ~,J-~ = -L---------~~-~--------()y b.y (24) 




t+ 1 ( . . ) t+ 1 ( . 1 . ) qx ~,J - qx ~- ,J 
= ht(i,j) - ~t b.x 
t+ 1 ( . . ) t+ 1 ( . . 1) qy ~,J - qy ~,J-
- b.t - - + b. t (r - e) b.y 
(25) 
The leap frog nature of the calculations results in the dif-
ference (q t+l - t-1) d ( t+l . t-1) 
x qx an qy - qy being centered on the 
t time level and the difference (ht+2 - ht) being centered on the 
t+l time level. In an explicit scheme, because the time steps are 




















In the preceding expressions, cell (i,j) was assumed to be 
an open water cell and was free to communicate with adjacent cells. 
When flow between adjacent cells is not permitted, the convective 
2 aqx qx ~ 
terms d • ay and ~ • ax must be reformulated to reflect the 
actual situation. This reformulation is accomplished by the con~ 
vective flagging scheme mentioned in Section 3.2, which designates 
the appropriate calculation to be performed in the x and y ·directions. 
The two flags each range from one to four and indicate the following 
computations are to be performed: 
Flag Value Type of Approximation 
1 Centered Difference 
2 Zero 
3 Forward Difference 
4 Backward Difference 










q t-1 (i,j+l) 
X 
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3: 2 aqx _.J_ q t-1 (i,j+l) - t-l(i ') X qx ,J 
d · a - d b.y· y X 
aqx qy t-1(' ') t-1 4: 2 q ~,J - qx (i,j-1) X 




qx ~ qx q t-l(i+l,j) t-1(' 1 ') - q ~- J 
1: Y. Y. ' T' dX = d 2 b.x y 
2: 
. qx a a 
__J_- 0. d • dX -
3: ~- qx q t-l(i+l,j) t-1(" . ) qx Y. - ~ ~,J 
d • dX - d b.x y 
4: ·~- qx t-1(' ') t-1(. . 1) qx q ~,J - qY. 1,]-Y. 
d • dX - d b.x y 
The physical situations corresponding to the 16 possible two 













APPENDIX 2: Tidal Data 





































3.85 1. 38 
4.09 1.62 
4.86 2.39 












4.75 2.31 ..:.. 
5.53 3.06 
0100 6.24 3.77 
3.98 4.85 4.13 5.07 3.73 4.34 ~.88 6.38 3.91 5.15 4.14 4.34 3.84 7.18 3.79 4.07 3.81 
4.45 5.38 4.66 5.49 4.15 4.89 4.43 6.89 4.42 5.28 4.27 4.78 4.28 7.63 4.24 4.55 4.25 
4.56 5.51 4.79 5.41 4.07 5.05 4.59 7.05 4.58 5.49 4.48 4.96 4.46 7.73 4.34 4.72 4.43 
4.14 5.26 4.54 5.06 3.72 4.81 4.35 6.84 4.37 5.12 4.11 4.71 4.21 7.38 3.99 4.50 4.20 
3.38 4.64 3.92 4.52' 3.18 4.23 3.77 6.28 3.81 4.56 3.55 4.16 3.66 6.82 3.43 3.96 3.66 
2.53 3.91 3.19 3.77 ·2.43 3.55 3.09 5.59 3.12 3.68 2.67 3.51 3.01 6.17 2.78 3.33 3.03 
1.92 3.01 2.29 3.03 1.69 2.75 2.29 4.81 ·2.34 2.95 2.94 2.78 2.28 5.41 2.02 2.61 2.31 
1.47 2.33 1.61 2~65 1.31 2.07 1.61 4.13 1.66 2.55 1.54 2.13 1.63 4.84 1.45 1.98 1.68 
1.38 2.03 1.31 2.52 1.18 1.70 1.24 3.75 1.28 2.33 1.32 1.73 1.23 4.52 1.13 1.56 1.26 
1.58 2.36 1.64 2.89 1.55 1.82 1.36 3.87 1.40 2.56 1.55 1.81 1.31 4.75 1.36 1.48 1.18 
2.31 2.98 2.26 3.47 2.13 2.50 2.04 4.54 2.07 3.18 2.17 2.45 1.95 5.33 1.94 2.10 1.80 
3.14 3.73 3.01 4.20 2.86 3.19 2.73 5.25 2.79 3.98 2.97 3.20 2.70 6.08 2.69 2.87 2.57 
3.89 4.58 3.86 5.00 3.66 4.06 3.60 6.11 3.64 4.73 3.72 4.03 3.53 6.89 3.50 3.72 3.42 
4.55 5.35 4.63 5.55 4.21 4.84 4.38 6.86 4.39 5.49 4.48 4.78 4.28 7.60 4.21 4.51 4.21 
4.84 5.76 5.04 5.73 4.39 5.29 4.83 7.27 4.80 5.68 4.67 5.18 4.68 7.92 4.53 4.93 4.63 
4.74· 5.75 5.03 5.69 4.35 5.31 4.85 7.30 4.83 5.71 4.70 5.23 4.73 7.90 4.51 4.96 4.66 
4.11 5.42 4.70 5.25 3.91 5.01 4.55 7.05 4.58 5.36 4.35 4.89 4.39 7.60 4.21 4.68 4.38 
3.22 4.80 4.08 4.57 3.23 4.45 3.99 6.47 4.00 4.52 3.51 4.35 3.85 7.01 3.62 4.17 3.87 
2.61 3.90 3.18 3.83 2.49 3.63. 3.17 5.66 3.19 3.79 2.78 3.60 3.10 6.22 2.83 3.43 3.'13 
2.01 3.07 2.35 3.09 1.75 2.78 2.32 4.82 2.35 3.02 2.01 2.82 2.32 5.43 2.04 2.66 2.36 
1.49 2.31 1.59 2.63 1.29 2.09 1.63 4.14 1.67 2.50 1.49 2.17 1.67 4.83 1.44 2.03 1.73 
1.25 2.08 1.36 2.55 1.21 1.69 1.23 3.76 1.29 2.32 ·1.31 1.77 1.27 4.52 1.13 1.55 1.25 
1.52 2.37 1.65 2.79 1.45 1.91 1.45 3.88 1.41 2.58 1.57 1.83 1.33 4.71 1.32 1.49 1.19 
2.23 2.90 2.18 3.33 1.99 2.39 1.93 4.42 1.95 3.11 2.10 2.38 1.88 5.26 1.87 2.06 1.76 
2.91 3.50 2.78 3.86 2.52 3.05 2.59 5.05 2.58 3.72 2.71 2.97 2.47 5.86 2.47 2.71 2.41 











































Obs"erved tidal height 




I APPENDIX 3: 







































FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GR1D 
2400 HRS 25 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATiON CELL 
f2J - FORCl NG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
s:ALE- 100000. CFS I INCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
x·x x x • • • • • • • • • •••• liE • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • X 
. ~ I • X X • • • • • • + • . •· . 
X • • • ~ ·• • • • • • • • • • • . + • X 
"!'-
liE +~X 
lC • lC X 
-~- I I.a. X & -17 + · · .. · . • • • • • • • + .... ~ & ..;.+-· •. &. "!'-
cg.f?l •.• +;.. ~ •••••••••• 
. ~ ~ 
X • • . .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
~ ~ 
X X X • • • • X ~ -17~ ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ ~ • • • • X • X 
..::1!. ..::1!. • 





















FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
0100 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
~ - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I INCH 
·-
xxxxxxx·xxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx 




X JOE JOE • 
X Y. X • 
X Y. X ,, / .. 
X X X 
' 
X 
JOE JOE JOE JOE 
JOE JOE JOE JOE JOE JOE .. • .. 
. I . 
JOE JOE • 
• . I . 
. . • X 
.,. . . 







JOE JOE JOE JOE JOE JOE JOE ~ ~ ~ 
~ 
JOE 
JOE If • • JOE • • ~ 
• JOE • JOE JOE JOE • • JOE 
• • l(' • X 
••• • JOE 




• • X -l> ~ ~~.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~4'- • JOE 
>~>":~~I XXXYXX>~XX/XX>< 





















-FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
D200 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
~ - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I INCH 
·. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X >: X X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • . ..•.. ,. ~X 
-. . . ~ + • 
X • • • ~·· • • • • • • • • ~ • · + ~ • X X&.~-~~ .. I ~ ~ , .•• Ill •••• &.~ -17·~~ liE -¢-~X 
I ... +-·~~ I ~ •. ++~ • -••••-• ••••••X 
.... - ~ ~ 
.x • • · • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X / .. ·, • • • • X · ~~ ~ --{7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ • • • • X • X 






















FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
0300 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
r2J FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I iNCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X X X X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · + • X 
X • • • • • • + • . .· I . • • • . . ... -+ . _,.. • X 
+ ~ + .. 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · -&- -{7~X 
-·- 1.. . ~ 
X .,_ ~ ~ ... -+ • .. _ ... 1~-17-{7~ + • • • • • • • ~~ ~ -t • , 
~ • •.. + . -+ .. -L • ~ ~~t • • • • • • ~ • )I( • • • • X 
X • • · + • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X X X • • • -. X ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -t~ • • • • X • X 









::.-:: . ' 
~ 
,' .. ' 
X ...... "-" •' ·, ~ ... 
·., X X v ~r ~.· ~~~~ ... -: . ,1"'··. •r'--
' 
'-




















FLOW PATTERN FOR SOAR~~ GR10 
0 4r~ HP.~ 26 AU. ·97~ . vv . ,,,...J • . ..:; I o 
X - LAND CELL 
* - 1N~NDAT10N ctLL 
rT1 .... r. P. ·'· - N ,..... C ,... L L u - r:.J., ..... l...:; t. 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCAL~ - 100000- 2FS I INCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 




• • • • • 
• • • 
• • 
• • • • 
• • • 
• • 
• • lll • • 
• • • • 
• • • 
. . )( • • 
• • • X 
.. • X 
.. ~ ., ... • X 
4f" I + 
. . ·,/'~~~ 
X - .. • ~+ . .. I -) f>IJ ~ • • • • • • • ~ ~ ~ • ; , 
... ... •-+ILlS t ..... 4>. 
1::1• . • . -+ + ~i • ~ -a- • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • X 
X. lll • .. ·+· .. "'~·"17· ••.••••• I •••••• X 
X X X • • • • X I ~7 .. + + + ~ + '!" • • • • X • X 






















FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GR1D 
OSOO HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X ·- LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
E:l - FOR01 NG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I INCH 
·. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxx • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • ••••• • • • • • • Jl! 





















FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
OoOO HRS ?.6 AUG 1978 
X - LAND .;ELL 
* - INUNDATION C~LL 
l2J - FOR~1N8 CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
L A' .- 1 or·non 'r" ' I ~ ·-· . L :.. - ~ ~ U · ._. : :::., . INCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
• • • •• • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • X 
.... ~. I" • X 
. ~ .. • • • • • • 
X 
X • • ... ' .. • • • • • •• lll • 4> + ~-d? • X 
X .. . • • • • + + ..... ~
... 
-·-
[2]· . . . . . ~ . • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • 
X X X • • • • X · • • • • X • X 
. ~ . 
























FLOW PATT~RN FOR COARSE ~RID 
0700 HRS 26 AUG i978 
X - LAND :ELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
8 - FOR~iNG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
S-.:ALE - 1 00000. ~:FS / 1 NCH 
._ 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X X X X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 





X • • 
X X X • 
X X X X 
X X X Y. 
. . . . . . .. 
• • • liE liE liE 
I+ . . ~ ~ -.I~ ~ + 
.. ~ • 4. 
- ~· 
• I • 
• • • X ~w. 
X X X ~ ..PI. '~'~ 
X Y. X i!J~xx 
• • • 
liE l( • • • • • 
l( l( l( l( l( liE M 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• 
























FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
0800 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATiON CELL 
CQ - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I INCH 
·-
X X X X Y. X / X X X / :t< X X X X X ;< 7: xxxxxxx 
>< Y. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 















'•' • , ·, 
', '._/ ;r, , ' 
X / 
• • • • • • • • • . ·•· l .• >< 
+ + . 
• • • •• •• • • • • • • • • • • + • >< 
+ + 
• • • • • • • • • • • +QJ+X 
+ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
+ • 
• • • • • • • • • 
+ 
• • • X • • • • X • X 
X><X _.· .. ·~ X X X X X '•,/ '-1' X .. , / '/ -~ ' , X '·"" . ~ ·, , . .J .• ?. , '• r. ?'' • 
XXY.QJQJX X X X X './ v './ v X X '/ X ···.I' y X '-I' , :. ,, , ' , ·. , . , ' .. " . 
...:.111-: 





















FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
0900 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
~ - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I INCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X X X X • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • I . • • • 












• • • • • • 




X • • • .. X -+ ~ 
"" >~ >: >~ X X -+ + 
.,. .,. 
X X v X X ,, [2] QJ X 
... 
. I : • X 






+ • • • • 
• • • 
)!( •• 
• • • • • • • • • 
+ -+ -+ + + + .. + 
I X X X X >~ '•"' ., ...... X 




• •EJ .. X 
. 
• • • • • • X 
• 
• • • • • • X 
+ • • • • X • X 
X X X X X X X X 
X X v ,, X X X X X 




















FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
1000 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CElL 
~ - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I INCH 
·• 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
x·x x x •••••••• • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • • • 
. ' . 
X 
X . . . .. ·• . lll • • • • • • 1'-
. I • • • • • • • . . 
. ~ . 
• • • X 
• X 
.... I. • X 
.,. ... 
+ ~ • X 
~ 
• ~~X 
. ~ . . . . . . . )I( • lll • • • X 
·- -t-
• • • • • • • • • 
-t- • 
X X X • • • • X ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ + 
X X X X X X X ~-t-~-t-1· X· X X X X x·x X 
X X X X X X X~~ x'x X X X X X X X Y. 
X • • )I( • • • ll!l • X 
• • • • X • X 
X X X X >~ X X 





















FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE ;RID 
1100 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION C~LL 
~ - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I lNCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X X X X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • ~ • • • • • 111 X 
X • • • • • • - . . • X 
X . - . . . . • • • • • • • 
-·-X ~-+ -~ - . ~~--
4:. 
. I_. ·.1~ • • • • · • • •• · + 
. . ~· ...... . 
.. ~ • X 
4:. 
~~~ ·~x 
·- &. • 
• l • • • • - • • • &. 41. X • • 
X X X • • • 111 X ~~-17-~ ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ ~ ~. 
X X X X X X X 4~71 I. X X X X X X X X 
xxxxxxx~~xxxxxxx.xxx 
-114-
• • • 
- liE • 
liE • • 
• • • X 
• • • X 






















FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
1200 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
QJ - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - iOOOOO. CFS I INCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
x ·x x x • • • • • • • • • • M X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • 4~··. ·.I. 
I 
• • • . . . . . ... . I . 
i' • • 
• X 
X • • • •· .• • • • • • • • • • • . • + M X 
X ~"" ..;-: . . I . . • I 'i" • • • • • • • -+ + . + .,. • 'i" ~X 
~. ·- .... ~ . ""' [S~ M .• ~ ••••••• ······X 
.... - ~ ~ 
X • • 
. ·~· • • • • • • • 'i" • • • • • • X 
X >~ X • • • ·~ X ~~~-f1.~ ~ -t ~, ~ ~ ~ ~ • • • • X • X 
X >~ X X >~ X >v, 4~~ I X· X.. X. X X X >~ X )( X X >~ X X X 





























FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
1300 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
rJ - FORCING CELL 
NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I INCH 
·• 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
)I( • • • 
•••••• • •. ··I .••• 
+ 
• • I( I( • I( • • • • • • 
• X 
.•. I' • X 
. + . . 
• X 
-·-X &-f7 ~ ... +. ·_· 
c::~'. • . . . 
I . • • • • • • • 
X • • 
X X X 
X X X 
X X y 
. ~ . . . . . . . • • • • • 




• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • X "\"~~~ ~--!?--!? -~ ~ ~- ---&,---& '1' • • • • X 



























FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
1400 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - I NUNDA T I 0 N C Et L 
r:::J - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - iOOOOO. CFS I INCH 
·. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
x·x x x • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• x 
• • • • . • • • r; X 
X 
. . . I 
. . . 
. . • . I . 
. . . 
. ~ .. 
• X 
X • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • · + ~ • X 
X --=t7. ~+ • . I ~ ~ I . • • • • • • • &. ~ ~. ~ 4 • -¢.~~X 
~ • •-. ~ -i> • I ~ • ... ·~Ill(. •••••~• ••••••X 
•... - ... ~ 
X•• • · · • ••lJ(••••• ••••••X 























FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
1500 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDAT10N CELL 
~ - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I INCH 
·. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X X X X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • X 
X • • • • • • I. • • • . .. ··+·I .• X 
. + + • 
X • • • • • • • ••••••• K • ~ ~~ • X 
x~·~+ .. 1 ~~ 1· ••• ~ ••• ,...~~·~4'- .w~:stx 
m__b.4" .;, •-·~4" ~. f • X ~ . • . + + 7 • I . • • • • • • liE • • • • • 
.... - w ~ 
~ ;. ;. •. • + •. • X • .~~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~4[> : : : : ;. : ~ 






















FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
1600 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
c:J - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I iNCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X X X X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • )I( liE • . . • X 
liE • • • • !IE X 
!I( • • )I( X • X 
X X X '.;' ; .. X X X 





















FLOw PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
1700 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
rJ - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I INCH 
·. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X X X X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
~ . I I 
"'V 
X Jl( • II( 
X • • • • • • • • • 
-•- I X ~ ~ ~ + + 1 AM--7--t-1-
4' + +-+ rn • . ~ ~ 
~ 
• • • 
• • • 
.. 
X • • + + + • II( II( • 
X X X liE • • II( 
X X X v ,, V' ,., X X X X X 








• • • • • • X 
)I( • • 
)I( • • 
• • lJ( 
• 
II( II( 
)I( • )I( 
X X X 
X X X 
.... ·~·I· • X 
. "" .q, + 
••. •++ ~~~ 
+ + + • . 
.,. 
• • • • • • X 
.. 
• • lJ( lJ( X lJ( X 
X X X X X X X X 





















X X X X • 
-FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
1800 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - iNUNDATION CELL 
c:J - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 





• • • • • • • IE )I( )I( ll( Jl( • • • X 
)I( X 
X ll! • • • • liE + • ...... ~ I. liE X 
'" 
• • lC • • 
• ..¢, + 
• • 
4
• ~_L • X 
..... ~· .w~ 
liE ••.•• ••••••X 
• liE • • • 
• liE X '" • • )I( .. ,., 




























FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
1900 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
~ - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE- 100000. CFS I 1NCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X X X X ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ • ~ ~ ~ ~ • • ~ • ~ • X 
X • ~ • • •• . ~ • • . . . • X 
X • + . • . . .· I . • • • . .' . . .. . ~ .I . • X 
+ • ..:, .. 
X • • • • • • l!E • • • • • • • • "~" .. ~-¢ • X 
x-..... - ... I~~ I+ •. • • • • • • .. + -+ • ~ ~-. • : .. _:-:;,:~+ •i-1> • • • • • • • : • • • • • • X 
X • • · · · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
XXX••••X ~· · · · · · ••••X•X ~ . 
X X X X X X X ~~~~ I X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
xxxxYxx~~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 





















FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
2000 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
c:J - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE- 100000. CFS I iNCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
+ • 1 · • ~~~ • 
... 
X 
X • liE • )I( )I( • )I( 
x-.·- · · I~~ l.v 
+ -·"T" -i-+ 
~~ )I( • + )I( ,~ 
. ·- w 
X • • . . • ~ • 
.••. -v I . )I( X 
. ..;.. . 
• • . ~ • X 
. <!' .._p, ___h"'T'~V 
.. .. + )I( 17-"'V' 
~ 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • X • X X X X • • • • X + · 





















FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
2100 HRS 25 AUG -1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
~ - FORviNG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - iOOOOO. CFS I 1NCH 
·• 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 





X • • 
X X X • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
I I . . . + + 
-. ... ... . 
• • • • • • • 
• + • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • X 
• X 
..... -I . • X 
. . . 
• • + • X 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • X • X 























FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
2200 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* -·INUNDATION CtLL 
~ - FORC1NG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X X X X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• X 
X .. ,. • X 
. . . 
X • • )I( •• · • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
)I( ·~·X x~·~---: .. 1 ... 1~ •••••• )I( 
~ + ·-· ~ +. rn • . . . + • + • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • X 
X X X • • • • X + + + + + • • • ~ • • • • • X • X 























FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
2300 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
~ - FORCING CELL 
NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X X X X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • •. • • • • • • 
X 
X 
• • • • • II! + • 
.,. 
• • • • 
-·- I . X ~ ~ • .. 4- ... - • •• • • • 
~"-t7 • . . . • • • 
• II! 
• • 
X • • • • • II! II! • • • • ~ .,. 
X X X • • • • X ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 7 + 
X X X X X X X ~~~~~·.X X X X X X X X xxxxxxx~~xxxxxxxxxx 
-126-
.. + • X 
• • • 
• • • X 
• II! • • • • X 






















FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GR1D 
2400 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - 1NUNDAT10N CELL 
[J - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE- 100000. CFS I 1NCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X X X X • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• X 
X 
. - ... . I -
. . . 
<!' . . • X 
X •••····· ••••••••-• •X 
x-a..-~· ... -. 1 ...... -t 1: • • • • • • • ""~ ... -+..,.. • +~+X 
m_r...._ I • X L.Y'l7 . ·_. ~~ )I( • II( )I( II( II( II( "t- • II( )I( • II( • ' 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X X )I( • 
X X X • 
X X X X 





• X~~~~.~~~~~~~~~ • • • • X • X 






















FLOW PATTERN FOR COARSE GRID 
0100 HRS 27 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
CQ - FORCING CELL 
NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 100000. CFS I INCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X X X X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
•• liE • • • • X 
• • -+ ••.. -. I -
.,. • X 
X • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • X . 
-•- A .A 
X ~ .. . . I .. .. I . liE • • • • • • ~ ~ ~. • • [Q· X 
.q:. ·-·- +.,. ~ rn.• .• ~ ••••••• •••l!;••X 
X • • 
X X X • • • 
XX XXX>< 
xxxxxx 
·- ~ .q:. 
. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• X ~-lJ~~~ -J7 -J7 -J7 -J7 f -b -b 'l' • • • • X • X 















































FLOw PATTERN FOR JENKINS SOUND 
2400 HRS 25 AUG 1 978 
X ·• LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
l!l - FORC1 NG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS I INCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 




X· •. ;cl(x•• 
X ~ )( )( ~ X lC • • 




)(1(1(1()(1(1(1( ~"'• .. xX 
)( )I( ;( • • • • )( I( • • l( ;( X 
• I( I( l( )( • I( ;( X 





















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENKINS SOuND 
OiOO HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X ·· LAND CELL 
* - 1NUNDAT10N CELL 
1!1 - FORC1 NG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS I iNCH 
·. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxx.o:l()l[ii(JIIli(JIII(l(l(l(l(... ;c ... X 
xxl(x•••• 





X • I( • • • • 





. -+ ... .. • 
~ .. . ~ . .. . 
• • 4" X•"'•)(•• •• ..•. 4" -~~·· I( 
.. ~ 
.. ... 
X • X 
-< l( X 
I( • X 
l( ... ~ A X I( l( l( X 
l()(l(l(il(l(l(x 
l( • l( x l( • • X 
• • X 
• • il( II( ll • II( )( I( X 
• • I( .. • I( • • • • X 
X I( • • • • • • • )( • + • • 
. ·~ •4-4• ·'!'-· 
X • • • • ~-17.~. . • )( • ~~. ~~ •. I( • • • ~ 
• • • I( II( 
• I( • I( • 
X • • • • ·.&.· • • .a::.~ -{7 · • "' · . ·.&.· . · • • • • • • • • X 





















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENK1NS SGUND 
0200 HRS 26 ,A.UG -, 978 
X - L.AND CELL 
* - lNUNDATlON CELL 
~ - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE- 10000. CFS I INCH 
·• 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X·XXlt ;(;(I( ;(Jll(l(l(li!li(l()(;()(;(;.(,olt;()(•)(J(l(J(;. X 
X l( lll il( . ;.; )( 
X X )( ... ;o: ;.. 
X ,( J( II; ;( 




I( )( I( )( IC 
X • " l( x u: • • 
X )( l( IC ;i( )( l( 
X w • ll( J( )I( x 
X )( • x • • 
X • • • • J( 
X )( • • • 
X II( I( II( II( 
• II( • 




)( l( II( )( .. 
• <!" .. 
II( II( IC + ~ + • 




)( • II( 
)( II( 
+ . )( )( II( IC X 
)()(o(l(J(;(,()()()(JI•.x 
l( l!( " l( )( l( II: IC " )( X ... X 
... 
)( ~~: "" • • x • "' X 
• • • ..: x • it X 
l( X ·~e II( l( " ,( X 
l( IC )I( X )( X II: X 
IC )( I( )( )( l( )( )( IC X 
)( )( )( • II( X X I( )( X X 
I( II: I( I( I( II: X )( X 
)( • )( )( X X )( I( X 
II( II( )( IC 





















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENKiNS SOuND 
0300 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - L.~ND CELL 
* - INUNDATiON CELL 
[!) - FORC 1 NG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE- 10000. CFS I 1NCK 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 






















































I( • • 
ll( 
• I( I( 
ll( )( X 
X I( l< .. 
.... 
...J;.· 
]I( • l( l( • • • • • • I( • I X 
• 
X l< Jl 
I( • • • • • )I( • • • • • X 
)I( • • • )I( • • • I( • • • X 
x • • • • • • • X 
• • • •. • I( • X 
••••••;o:X 
• • • • • • I( X 
• • • • • X X • ll( X 
• • • • • • • • • • X 
• Jl • • • X II( II( X 
• • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • ~ • • • • • • x • • ·• • • • • X 
..;, .. ..;.., 






















FLO~ PATTERN FOR JENKiNS SOuND 
0400 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - L:\ND CELL 
* - iNUNDATiON CELL 
C!l - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO ~LOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS I lNCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X••l(•••••••••••ll::~·'!:li:T "'".;("'";,:" .c•x 
x.•lll••••••••• •• i( ....... ,..,...,. ..... ;(l()(x 
X • • • • • • • • • • ll: • • • • i( • • • x • • X 
X • • • • • • 
X•l(••••• 
.. )( 
• • • • • • • • • ~ • • • X 
)(l(I(Jl)(ir.l(l(ll(ll()(l(l(x 
X • )( 
X • • 
.;,.. 
• I( I( • " • 
LL.;,.. 
I( I( • I( I( ........-
~ 
.· 
• ll( • • ;( l( • • X 
• l( I( 
I( I( ll( I( I( ll X l( l( 
X • • 
lllllll(l(~·· 
I( I( ll( ll( I(~ Ill I( I( w • • • • • • • l( • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • L'LLL~ W • ..;. • X • • l( • • -.;;;r ~ • • • l( ~~ ·~~ • a: • • 
X l( • • • • .f • • • • _L_~ ~ • ~ • I( l( l( • .. + 
X • • • • XI( r X• • • ....h~w " l( " l( l( • l( • l( ; • 
xxxxx ~ xx~xxxxtxxxxxxux 
ll( 
• • • • • • • • ll( X 
• • • • • • • • • X 
I( ll • 






















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENKINS SOUND 
0500 HRS.26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - 1NUNDAT1GN CELL 
[!) - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 




X • • • • 
X • • l( • 
X • • • • 
X II • II • 
X II l( • • 
X II }{ • • 
X • II ... 
X Ill II •• 
X II l( • • 
X lll • II II 
X II • II l( 
X l( IC •• 
X • • • • 
XX XXX 
• "'• "'x "" x"' • ll[ .o:"' x • • 111 x • •X 
l( II • • • ;( l( ll ;c l( l( i( l( •• ll[ • II X 
... II • X X l( • • • l( • l( l( • ll • X 
II II • • l( • ;( •• II •.• ••• l( l( X 
... 
ll • ll ll • 
... 
• l( • • I( .ll • • X 
• lit • • • X Ill • Ill Ill Ill 
... -. 
II liE II ..J;;.<!r .. • • • • 
ICIIll~llll • 
II ll Ill liE II .. ~ -c. ..:. • 
II II II......L_ II liE liE Ill I( 1 • • .• IC ~ w + ~ • • • • 
lit ~~ • • I( lit ~ •• ~ • Ill lit • .. II II II • • • • II II X .~ .. Jl(£•w• II( 11 •• • .. ·+ ....... 11·• ••• •X -~)(.. . .. t II I( •••.• ~. I(. II II. II ••• X 
xWxxx xxxx~xxxxxxExxxxxxxxxxx 
II II II 
Ill I( II • II I( .X I( II 
II I( II II 
lll ll II 



















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENKINS SOUND 
0600 ~RS 26 AUG 1978 
X - L.~ND CELL 
~ - INUNDATION CELL 
[!] - FORC 1 NG CELL 
- NO FLOw SOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS I INCH 
·. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X )( X iol[ Jll( ;I{ )( :.c )( • illt i( i'\ A ~ Jt )l • • • • • I( )( • j( J( ~ " A < ·< X· 
X x ..: x ;( • x 
X x ;( • • x ·" 
X I( ll ~ ;( " X 




I( ill l( l( )( l( l( 
)( l( )( 
" . l( • 
.... 
-136:.._ 
" .o: • •. l( "' X 
,( ... A •• l( )( J' X 
)(ll!l(ll(l()(l(l{ ,(.(l(l(x 
)(l(l(l(l(l(i(l()( .• l(l(l(x 
l( II! 





)I( l( l( X • X 
)( X I( J( l( l( I( l( 
)I( ll )I( l( )( 
l( l( l( l( • 
• • 
• • 
l( )I( • • • 
)( )I( 
• • • 
• • J( • J( 
• )(X 
l( l( X 
• • X 
• • X 





















FLO~ PATTERN FOR JENKiNS SOUND 
0700 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - 1NUNDAT10N CELL 
i!J - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS ! iNCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X I( • ll liE I( • ol X ol ..( l( .( l( • ~ ;( .. ;( .. liE • lC II( • lC • • II( • II( iiC X 
X I( • I( iiC l( I( ~ l( ~ X X 
X ~« ~« • • • ~~. "' ~ ~ 





.l( ...... ;r.x)(•••••••~~·xiiC ... x 
• I( • • • • I( • • I( • • • X 
MlltXI(KII:IIII:I(KIIII(Xx 
I( 
... . . 
-13T-
II I( II I( I( • • • II • I( • • X 
I( w I( • • • I( I( X 
liC • I( I( II( 
• • • II II 
liC • ll! II( II( II( II( • liC X 
• • • • I( • I( • • • X 




















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENKINS SOUND 
0800 ~RS 26 AUG -, 978 
X - LAND CELL 
~ - INuNDATION CELL 
l!J - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. C~S I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxxx•••••..:;..•· ,.._;.:x•••lllillll:li:Xlli(llXllliiX 
X x ll( Ill X 
X I( )( X )( 
X l( ll )( )( 
X I( )I{ )( )( 
X I( )( )( ll 
X I( II( )( )I{ 
X )I{ )( )( )( 
X ll I( II( II( 
X • )( )( • 
X I( • • ll 
X • • I( • 
X • • I( l( 
• l( I( • )( l( il A"" l( x il il •••• l(. )I( •• x. I( •I( X 
• I( l( • l( 
I( I( .. .. 
)( • I( 
I( l( )( l( l( 
I( I( I( I( l( 
I( I( • 
)( I( I( I( )I( 
)I( l( I( )( l( 
I( I( I( I( )( II( )( II( 
I( )( l( • .. 
I( )( I( )( )( 4- 4- )( I( )( 
)( 
• • • • • • x x x x w: • • X 
x • x x • l( ~ x x • x w: w: X 
l()(i(i(i(,(••xxx•l(x 
w: • l( I( • • w: x X 
• x w: w: x w: w: x X 
w: w: • )I( x x w: x X 
w: x • • • • • x x X 
x x • x x • )I( x x x X 
I( • • • • • I( • • X 
)( )( I( x x • • x • • • x X 
• • • • x • • • • X )( . )( 
• • • • X • • x • • . • • • • x x x x • • • • • x x • )I( x • • x x x X 






















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENKINS S~uND 
0900 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - lNUNDATlON CELL 
1!1 - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE- 10000. CFS I lNC~ 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X••;(•l(;(i(l(.)(l(l(ll(l(l(I(I(JI!I(J(l{j(i()(liC"' l(i(i(JI!" X 
X • • ll( • i( "' • "' .. • • 
X • • • • • • • ll( • 
X J( • • ll( • " I( • 
X J( • • "' " )( l( 
X • • • • )( ~~. ~~. • • 
X • 
ll( I( • • )( I( )( I( 
X J( )( I( " 
I( J( J( 
X )( • • • • J( I( • • 
X • I( I( • • I( I( 
X • I( • I( • I( I( 
X Ill Ill l( • • 
X J( I( • I( • I( J( ... 
X • • • • I( K J( J( 
• w w • w • • ~< x • i( "' ii. " liC "' )( ll( ll( " X 
• • • .. .. • • • .. • • ~ .. X 
• • • • " • • • • • • • .. X 
• • • • • • • • • • )( ~ .. X 
K J( J( J( J( )( )( .. X 
• • • • • • )( "' X 
• • w • • • )( " X 
• • • • • • )( • " X 
Ill 
• • • • I( • • • • • X 
I( 
• • • • • • • • • X 
• J( • 
• • • • • • w • • X 
I( • • J( I( • • • • • • • • • X 






















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENKINS SOUND 
1 000 HRS 26 t\UG -1 97 8 
X - l.AND CELL 
* - lNUNDATlO~ CELL 
[!] - FORCl NG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS I INCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X•)l( .. l(!()()(Jl)()(ll(li(J(l(J(;I.;. A:;( X ;..;. ··)(·X 
X .:.I ... X X ll )I( 
xl(x ... xllW:l( 
X • • )I( x )( w: 
XxxJo<;ll:l(l(l( 
X 
X )( ll ll X )( )( )( )( 
l( )( )( )( )( . 





X .c x 





ll l( l( X 
/ 
~ 
XN)()()(I()()( )()()()()( ••• 






X X '< "- .. :< I( ;( 
X )( X l( 
" 
ll .. ;( ... ll 
I( J( )( )( .C )( ;~; X 
;( l( )( )( 
)( 
ll )( 
. )( l( l( " ll l( )( 
IC II! I( )( )( )( II( )( )( 





x X ...1-.....1-..~ + ~ •• 
X • x w: • • 'T"--v--v • w: • • ~~ -+~-+ • • • x • 4o. • " w: • "' "' • • ~e X 





















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENKINS SOuND 
ilOO HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X ·- LAND CELL 
* - iNUNDATION CELL 
[!) - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Xl(l(l(l(l()(oi.XK•X•. :•::<l(l(l(l(l(l(liCliCliCllXX"-..; -"X 
X••••x~oxxx•.)( w.xxx••••••llCliCXliCliCX><:oiC• . ..cX 
X••••)(l()( • x ••ll(•ll(•l(•l("l(•l{x 
X X • )( )( )( X "- X 
X I( )I( Jl[ Jll X •• 
X I( I( I( I( I( X I( ll( I( 
.. 
"' -. 
I( X I( )( X I( 'T"-17 -+ + • + . 
l( l( • ll( I( I( I( ~ X )( )( )( I( X 
ll( • • • I( ~ • ~ • )( I( x )( X 
• • I( • )( )( x • X 
I( I( I( I( • I( )( I( X 
• • I( • )( 
ll( ll( ll( ll( ;( )( X • X • 
X ll( )l()iJI()I()I()(~J(II(. ~ .. ~ l(l(l(l(l(l( I( I( •• I( ll(l()llll(l(l(ll(l(l(l(x ~ . ~..... .. .,. 
~ : : : : : ~._, : : : : ,:,~· ~4:.: . . . : . . .. . : : : : : : : : : ~ 
X ll( • l( l( I( • I( I( I( &-17' I( 4: .. I( I( .. .. • *~. . I! I( I( X I( I( I( )I( l( X 
X • • • • w~w • w~4-. • •.a::.,• I! I( • • w I( I( • w w • w )I( w • X xxxxxx~xxx~xxxx~xxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxx 
-141-




















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENKINS SOuND 
i200 ~RS 26 AUG 1978 
X - U.ND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
C!J - FORC 1 NG CELL 
- NO ~LOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. C~S I INCH 
·. 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X ·x X X X X X X X X X X X 
x)(•••)(l(l()l(l[JO:• x x .. lll .. >::<lE•··)(••)()()(x 
X .• ~ )( I( • )( • • ~ )( )( 
X • )( • • )( • • x x 
X )( • • )( • )( •· ;c 
x)(•••••• 
X )( • • • )( )( • • 
X )( • • • • )( )( • li 
)( )l "( .: l( )I( ~ )( ill: j( )( X )( )II( )I )I( )I( X 
l( ... X .. X 'C X l( )( )( )( )( )( X 
)( XX'ICO::W:l()(K)(K)(X 
)()()()()(l()()(J()(ll()(ll(x 
• • • 111 • • )( • X 




















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENK1NS SOuND 
1300 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATlON CELL 
1!1 - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE- 10000. CFS I INCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 








.. . ... . 
-143-
ali:MKXItll.._:<,.xli:<.X 
I( It • a ll IC • x k "' l< • X 
. . 
l( I( X. II( l( ~ l( ~ X 
I( II. )I( I( a ll: "' X 
)( II( II( 
• )I( II( 
II( II( II( IC M 
• a II. x X 
)( • x i( X 
)( )If, )( )( II( ll M )I( I( X X 
I( I( )I( )I( • • • • X 




















FLO~ PATTERN FOR JENKINS SOUND 
i400 HRS 26 AUG -1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
[!) - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDA~Y 




X••••••••.o:"'••il" :..~ ;(){)(;<)(l(l()I()I(I(Jl)l[l(;;;X 
xl( •• ;o(l(;,( .. 
X•••••" 
X••••• 
x ...... . 
X w • • l( " • l( 
X••••••• 
X Ill • • "' • • 
X•••••"' 










• ;( X X l( I( II( I( I( )( I( X I( X 
• • • l( • l( • • • • • • X 
• • l( • l( • • • • ·• • ~ X 
• • • w • • • • X 
ll(l(l(ll(l()(l(x 
• • • • • , Ill X 
II( 111 • • l( • • X 
• • • • • • • • • X 
ll( I( • I( I( 
I( ll( • 
I( I( I( .. l( l( )( 
• X 
u: 1( • • I( l( )I( • X 
I( )( II( I( I( II( I( • X 
xxxxxxxxx 




















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENKINS SOUND 
1500 HR' 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
[!) - FORC1NG CELL 
- NO FLO~ BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS I INCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 


































































• I( • I( I( 
..... 
• • • -+ .. • • • 
• • • • 
• )I( • • II( 
;(.O)(l(••••;o.J<a.rX 
•.r•l(l( •• )( ..... )(.-x 
l( • • • • • l( • ~ • • ~ X 
• • l( l( • • • • X 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • ~ • X 
• • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • X 
• • .-. • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • X 
xxxxxx~xxx~xxxx~xxxxxx~xxxxxxxxxxx 
-145-




















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENKlNS SOUND 
., 600 !iRS 26 .r..UG ·1978 
X - L.t..ND CELL 
~ - iNUNDATION CELL 
C!J - FORC 1 NG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS I lNCH 
·. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xllll.O: " ~•••••• .. ••••"• .. •• .. i(x 
X .... " ;.(,. 
X • .. ~ ' 
X • • a "' i( 
X • • "" ll ll " 
X" " " " • " • 
X" • II( " " • " 
X • • • • 
X • • • ~~~ 
X Ill • • • 
X 111 111 • • 
X • • • • 
X 111 111 • • 















• • • • • • • • X 
~~·····"x 
II " •• " II( II( X 
• • • • • • • X 
• ll •••••••••X 
... . 
Ill Ill • I( Ill II( I( 
• .. .. . • I( • • • • • 
• • • ~~- • • • • • • .. I( .. 
• • I( 
I( II( II( II( 
II( )( • • 




..q;, • ~ • - "" ... 
• • ~~-~ . ~ • " • _.. • • • • • • • • • X 
-~· • ···~~~· •• lll ......... x xffxxxx~xxxxxxtxxxxxxxxxxx 
-146-




















FLO~ PATTERN FOR JENKINS SOuND 
1700 ~RS 26 AUG 1978 
X - L.A.ND CELL 
* - INUNDATiON CELL 
~ - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • II! • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
~ ~ • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • 
X • • • 
X • • • 
X • • • 
X • • • 
X • • • 
X • • • 
X • • • 
X • • • 
X • • • 
X • • • 
xxxx 
• • 
.. . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• w • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • ~-;>· • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • ~ • • • • • ..c.4-w·.. • • • • • • "' • • • • x 
: : -~-~: : £. . . ~:·t~:. : : : : : .. +. : : : : : : : : : ~ 






















FLO~ PATTERN FOR JENKiNS SOUND 
i 800 ~P.S 26 .A.UG -1 97 8 
X ·- L.AND CELL 
* - 1NUNDAT10N CELL 
[!] - FO~Ci NG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS I lNCH 
·. 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X w • • • • • • • • • • "' • • • w • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X.• • • • • • • • • • • • w • • • • • • • • I( • I( I( • • • • • • X 
X I( • I( • • • • • • w • • • • • • • I( • • • • X 
X • • • • • • .. • I( • • • • • • • • • "' • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ll( I( I( • • • • X 
.;, 
X I( • • • • • • • 
.;,. 
I( • ll( • • • • • • X 
X • • • • I( • • • • I( • I( • I( • • • X 
X • • • • • • • ~""'· .. • • • • • • • X 
X ~ X • • • "' • • • ~ • • • • 
II! • • • • • • 
X • • "' • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • 
)( • I( • • X 
.;, ... . 
X • I( • • ••• -¢ • • "' • I( . . • • • • • "' • • • I( J:l X ..;;:, ....... . .;, 
X I( • • • I( ~~ • • • • .~ -~~. • • I( • • • "' "' "' • • • X 
. ~ .... . .... X .. .. • • 
.. ..,p • "" ~~~w" ~ •, " • • ·~~ • • I( • • • .. • "' X X • • II "' 
x"ffi'x 





















FLOw FATTERN FO~ JENKINS S~JND 
1900 ~RS 26 AUG 1978 
X - U.ND CELL 
* - lNUNDATi~N CELL 
I:J - FO~ClNG CELL 
- NO FLOW B~UNDARY 
SCALE- 10000. CfS I lNC~ 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X M • M • M • • M M • • • • • M • • M • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • • 




• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • ~~+ • 
X • • • • • • • ~ • • 
X • • • • • • • -¢. • • 
• 
• 
• • •. • • • • X • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
M • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • X 
• • • I( • • • • X 
M W I( • • • • • • X 
• M W I( • • ;:1[ M ll( • X 
• • • I( I( I( • I( X•••••••__L••••• •·• • w -i>...... • .... 
X • • • • • ~~ • • • • ~ . 4- . • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• X 





















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENKINS SOuND 
2000 !iRS 26 ,J,UG -, 978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
[!] - FORC1NG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE- 10000- CFS I INCH 
·-
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X II[ • II[ II[ II[ II[ II[ II[ • I( II[ J( • I( I( "' • • I( • I( I( • I( • I( I( • • lll • • X 
X II( • I( • II[ • • II( • II( • • II • • • • • • • I( II( • II( ll( l( • • • • I( X 
X IIi ll( • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I( • J( • X 
X • • I( • • • •· • • • • • • • I( • Ill • • II[ • X 
X • • I( • II[ • • • • • • • • • I( • I( • • • X .. 
X Ill • • II[ • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
... 
X • • • • IIi • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • Ill • • • • ~· .. ll Ill • "' • • • • X 
X 
-¢. 
X • • Ill • • • • II[ • • • • • • • • • • 
-¢. X .• • • • Ill • • • • • lll • • • • • • • • • X 
-¢. .. .. . 





















FLOw PATTERN FOR JENKINS SOuND 
2100 HRS-26 AUG 1978 
X LAND CELL 
* - iNUNDATION CELL 
1!1 - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • K • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • • 
X • • • K • • • • 
X "' • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • 
















• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• 













• • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • ~ • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • X 




• • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • 
















X " ~ .q, .;,. ~ 





















FLOw PATTERN fOR JENKINS SOwND 
2200 ~RS 25 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* 1NUNDAT1GN CELL 
[!] - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO flOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS I lNCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • •· • 
X • • • • • • • 
X • ~ • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • ~ • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • ~ • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X X••••• KJlKX • ...... ·········X 






















FLO~ PATTERN FOR JENKl~S SOuND 
2300 ~RS 26 AUG 1978 
X ·• ll"ND CELL 
* - l~UNDATlON CELL 
C!J - fORCING CELL 
- NO FLO~ BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS ! INC~ 
I 
X~ xjx X X X X "X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
l . X ~~~,i,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l!( • )I( • • • • • • • II • X 
X • !! • 1 • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • )II • • • )II • • • • • • 111 X 
I ' X loi!Xllll. )II •• 
X .I,..:... ... • • 
x~~~lw:i ••• ,.. 
I ! X•!•j•••••• 






X • • • • • " " ~ • • . ~ . 
X • • 
X • • 
• • . .. ~ 
• • • Ill 4 
• • • • • • J( • • • • .. • 





Ill • • 
~ a. ~ 
X • • • • ··~" •" • ~~~· ""1'- • • • • • 
X • • • • • 4. II • • 4-~ • • • • • .. " .. xxxxxx~xxx~xxxx~xxxxx 
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• • • • • II( • • • • • X 
Ill • • • • • • • 
• )II Ill • )II • J( • X 
• • • • • )II • • X 
)II Ill Ill Ill • Ill • Ill X 
• • • • • Ill • • X 
• • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • Ill Ill X 




















FL8~ PATTERN FOR JENKiNS SOUNO 
2400 ~RS 26 .'.UG -1 978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - iNUNDATi8N CELL 
1!1 - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE- 10000. CfS I iNC~ 
._ 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • M • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • 
X • • 
X • • 
X • I( 
X • • 
X • • 
X • • 
X • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • 
.. 
• 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
.. -
• • • • • 4'-~ -!> -!> .... 
. . . . . ~ .. 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • 
• • • It 
• • • • 
• • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • I( I( • • • X 
• • • • • • • I( X 
• • • • • • • l( X 
I( • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • & • • • • • • • • • • I ~ • • 
X • • • • • • • .&.. • • • • • • .. ~ .. 4 - - ~ 
X • • • • • ~~ • • • • &~ +~-t. • w • • .. ~ ~ ~ . ~ 
X • • • w w ~ • • w w ~~ ~ • ~ • w • • w .. . 
X•••••' "•• ~ "··~·••ww•!• xxxxxx%xxx%xxxx~xxxxxx~x 
• 
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• • • • • • • • • X 
w w • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • X 
. . . .. II( • 





















FLOw PATTERN fOR JENV.iNS SOuND 
OiOO ~RS 27 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CE.LL 
* - lNUNDATlON CELL 
[!] - FO~ClNG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 10000. CFS ! lNCH 
v 
xxxxxxxxx·xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • 
X • • " • • " • • • 
X • 
X " 
• I( • • 
" . " " . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • X • " • " .. • 4"~ -+ -+ ... 
~: : : : : : : 4": : •.•.• • • : : : : : : : : : ~ ~ ~. • ... + 
X• •••••"&.••••• · ·•· · • •••••••••X ~ ~ .. ~... .. . ~ 
. X .. .. • • • ~-17 ~ • I( .. .. ~~ ~~ • • • .. • .:h. • • .. • II .. • .. • X 
X • • " • " 4 " • • • .¢.--17 --17 • ~ " • " " "' ·~· " "' " • • • " " • X 
X• ••••&• ··~· ···~"·x·x·x"x"4 x•x•x•x•x•x•x•x"x"x•xx xxxxxx~xxx~xxxx~xx ~ 
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I 
I APPENDIX 5: 




































FLO~ PATT~RN POR. GREAT SOUND 
2400 ~RS 25 AUG 1978 
X ·- L AND C Et L 
* - 1 NUND.t.. T·l ON CE-LL 
[!) - FORCiNG CElL. 
- NO FLDW BOUNDARY 
SCALE -. 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X•••••••• •••• • •••••w.•••••X 
X • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • 
X••••• .. ••• 
X • • •. • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • " • •· " 
X • • • • • • 




• • ··~"V-f,~ 
X • ~~ 7 • • • • • •· . 
X • • • • • 4>. • • • • • 
X 
I 
• • " • • " • • " 








• • If " • 
• -£, .. -!> ~ 
.... ., ....... 
• I( • .. ~~-f,-.-~o~-. 
·"i>- - .,. 
I( 
.. • • """" -!> I( 
'i'- "' I "" " -!>-!> ••• 
~ "' """ 
X • • 
·<-:, ··"·· 
·"i>-'i'-
• K IC X W • 
'i'-·4-'1'-






If I( I( • • 
• • • • " • " 














• • " • • X 








"' • X 




• • • X 
" • " • X 
• I( • • X 




















FLO~ PAJTE~N FOR GREAT SOUND 
0100 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X ·· LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATiON CELL 
[!) - FORC 1 NG CELL 
- NO ~LO~ BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X••••••• 
X • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • 
X • • • • 
X • • • • 
• . ~ -~ 
~ ~ • 
"1'-~ ~ • • • 






X ~ • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • 
4 • X • • • 
• • 
• • 
~ . .. . .. . ... . 
X 




• • .. -177-!7 ~ ~-? .. 
• ~ - "!- • 
.. • • -to ~ . I( 
~""I ~ • + + . • 
"'!- "!' "!-
• 
~·a:.~ • • • • 
I I 
• • • • • • • 
"'l-·44 
. "' 
• • • 
I( • • I( I( 
• • • • • 
• • • 





• 1 .. 




• • + 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • 
• • . "' . . 
• • • • • • 
• • • • • 
. "' . " . • 
• "' X 
• Ill X 
• • X 









• . . X 







































FtDW PATTERN FOR GREAT SOUND 
0200 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* ~ lNUNDAflON CELL 
m - FORCiNG CELL. 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • ~ 
X • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • 
X • • • • 
X • • • 





• J( I( JL X • • 
• • • • • • • • • ~ 
X .. • • • • • • • • 
X Ill • • • 
X • • 
~ .. .. . ... 
X • .. ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ •· . 








X • • 
• 
.. 
• • • + 
"'" . .,. I ... 
. ;. "" . 
.,. + .,. 
. ~ 
"1'-~· • • • 
• • • • • ~~ 
• • . . ,. • 
• • • • • • • • • • IC X 
• • 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • • X 
• • • • X 




• • X 





.. • X 
• ~ • • X 
• • ~~I • X 
• • • • ~ X 
• • • • • • w • X 
• • • • • • ~ • X 
• • • • lC • ~ -I£J-17X 
•••••• • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • X 






















FLO~ PATTERN FOR ~REAT SOUND 
C300 HRS 26 AUG 1972 
X ·· LAND CELL 
* - iNUNDATiON CELL 
I!J - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I 1NCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
x .. XW:ICJ(7.)> X WXKI(K ;t.WKttac.X 
X • • • • I( X J( 
X • • x ., J' •. 
X IC • J( w: IC a.. • J( 
X " " " " " • .. • 
X " " " " " " .. " 
X " • " " " « " 
X• •••• 
X " " • " 
X " "' " 
X " " 
X • 
X " 








X • • 
W IC X JC 
" " 
" .... 
" " . 
I( <1. 
I( • " 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • 
"' • • " " .. X 
.. " • • " X 
·-· 
" " " " X 





• • X 
" " X 























FLO~ ~ATTERN FOR GREAT SOUND 
8400 ~R~ 26 AUG 1978 
X ·- L.t..ND CELL 
~ - 1NUNDAT10N CELL. 
[!] - fO~ClNG CELL. 
- NO FLOW BOUNDA~Y 
SCALE - 25000- CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X"x~ •••K r.-:•a • .:•x-.-.a:w::.-~K•X 
Xll'•J( .. JrJ(JC ••~~r.ac:.-c•X 
X"' " " "' " " 










































• JC .. 
JC 
JC 
" " • 
... 
" • 
" " " 
" " " " 










..q,. ~ + 




.. • •• J( 
" " " 
- ... 
" " + 
I + ~..;. 
I,.. 









" " " 
.. 
" " 







" " " " " ,. X 
" " " " ... X 
• " " " "X 






























~RS 26 AU~ 
LAND CE·LL 
liiE - 1 NUND.:.. T 1.:JN CELL 
1!1 - FORCiNG CELL. 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X• x.-.: •• x.a XJtiiC1( .,. wac JC7.KKJt.::~txX 
X " " 





































































" " " 


























"· " " .. " "' X 
" " " " "X 
;l .. " • " X 
._. 
" X 
" " " " " 

























PAT!ERN FOR GRE~T 





1 NUND:\ T·i..ON CELL 
FOP.C 1 NG CELL. 
- NO FLO~ BOUNDARY 
SCALE. - 25000. CFS I 1NCH 





' I / 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X•~••,..lt•• "-••a: • w-.x•w••••rr .. X 
X .- • • .. • x ll 
X"'•"'~- ""'"'"' 
























.. 1l • 
• ... " " 
.. • 
• " • 
.. .. .. 
• .. " " 
• • .. 
·~---~ ~ --~. . 
.: w I~. a. 
" 
.. 
• X ... 
" • • ~ : I ~~~w ... .. ., . 









" ,. " ,. " ,. X 
" ,. " " • X 









X 1t ~ -t • • ""'~ ."Y' • • • .. • • J( • • J( • It I( t.: J( -= • • ~ X 






















FLS~ PATTERN ~0~ GREAT fOUND 





l :~UND.A. T l ON CELL 
FORCiNG CELL 
NO FLOw EOUND.A.RY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X~'-•JI!:ICJCati(Jr .... ,K .. )()l!'fi·X:·I(J(kii!'•X 
X•••"""• 
X " " " " • "' 
X • I( " .. ., .. 



























k p • • • ¥ ~ 
.. ;,: • JC 
K -.: • 
, k JC 
" 
.. " . 
~ II; • • .. .. I( ... 
.. .. • I( J[ 
. ' 
... "V 












... • " " " "' 
















" • "' • • X 
.. " • " " X 
"' X 
X 
• • " • ... X 




















FLOW PATTERN FOR GREAT SOUNO 
8600 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X ·- LAND CELL 
~ - iNUNDATiON CELL 
[!) FORCiNG C£LL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 2SOOO. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X ... • • " • •: • 
X•·• ~ "·., ,._ • 
X .. ~ • ...... 
x .. , .. .,.,..:" 
X••a..•••~ .... 
X • " 
X • •. • • II' .. It .. 
X " • " " ,.. • 

































.. ... w 
" " " 
" 
... .. 
, I( .. 




JC . .. 
.. " 








• w .. • .at: X 













" " X 
X 
• 



























FlO~ PATTERN FOR G~E~T SOUND 
090C HRS 26 AUG 19?8 
X LAND CELL 
* - lNUNDAT·lDN CELL 
1!1 FORCiNG CELL. 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
-sc.~LE - 25000. CF·S I 1 NCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X•••• ••• ~~~~'••• ~ -··Jill(~~~-· •,r••X 
X • .. • ., • ,. • 
X .. • • 
X • ~ 
" 
X • .. • • )I' Jt Jlt ... 
X ) ... • I( ~ • ~~~: " 
x.- ........... ... 
X .,_ • .. • • .. " , 
X .... " " .. • 
X ,. " " • • 
X ,.. " " • " 

















II: • ~ .. ar: • • .. 
~· 
... ... 4 ... 1.· " • k 
~ ·~ .; . " " .... " 
.,. -b ~ 
,. ..... • .. .. ., ¥ .... 
.,Jri'._ .. ", .. x 
._ 
•. • • • • .. X 
" .. 
II 








" " " X 
..... 
... 
,. " .. ... ,.. X 
.. " " " • ,.. X 
... 
• ,.. ,.. ~ ,.. • X 
• .. • 11( • • ... ,. X 
... 
" " " " " " " ~.-x 
• , J( ,.. )I; • ,.. .. , • X 






















FLOw PAiTE~N FOR GREAT S~uND 
iOOO ~RS 26 AUG 1978 
X ·· LAND CELL 
~ - INUNDATION CELL 
[!] - FORC 1 NG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
StALE - 25000- CFS I 1NCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • " ,.. .. • .. ,_."'"'••~· •••X 
X " •. • " • .. , .. ,. ... • X 
X • • • " " " •· " .. X 
X " • • " • • • • X 
X " • .. • •. " • " • .. "' X 






X • • ..: • •· , "' •· , 
X•x•a..•~»>kW 






ar . •· • 
• 


























.. .. .. 
" " ... 
" 
k Jl'. ,.. ~ 
.. 
. " 
. .. .. 
... I( • I .. 
. . ~ -~ ~ . 
... 4 .. 
.. " 
"' .. 
• JJ. , ., 
• X 





• • • X 





















FLO~ PATTERN FOR GREAT SOUND 
1100 ~~5 26 AUG ;??8 
X L.t..ND CELL 
* - INUNDATiON CELL 
C!J - FDRC 1 NG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
·sc.~LE - 25000. CFS I 1 NCH 
I 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • 
• • • • 
X IC I( • I( I( • 
X • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • • 
X••••K••••• 
X • • • • I( I( • • • 
X • I( • • ,. • • • • 
X • • • • • • 
X • • • • • 
X ac 
X • 




• • ... 
X • • I( • I( • • • 




X I( • • I( -to -it ""' ;. -1> ... ~ ~ . • • . + • . 
X • I( • .. ~-f7 7 -!> ;. ~ ..;, .,. ~-... . ~ -. ~ . 
X ac " • .a..""'A. • • 4~ 7 • · x"""~""" ... • • ···I~~· ••• 
't- • A ~ • -~ X • ~ ~A-. -4-·47 • • •••• 
X • • . . . . • • • • • • • 
• 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • • X 





• • • 
I( • • • 
•· • • I( • I( X 
• " • I( • X 




ac • X 
• • • X 
I( X 
- . 
• X I( • I .. 
·~ :-~·\· : : ~ 
• • • • X 
• • • • X 
: : : : :~. ~
• II • • • • X 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • • X 
• I( • • • • • X 4·44 X • • • LJ::.: ·L!:...·L!:... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • " • • • • X 
xxxx~x~~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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FLO~ PATTERN FDR GR(AI SOUND 
1200 HRS 26 AUG 19?8 
X ·- LAND CEll 
* - 1 NUNDA T-1 ON CE-LL. 
c:J - FORCING CELL. 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X•••••••• •••• x •••••xac.xxxxX 
X•xx•••• 
X " " • " " " 









• • " " " " 
• II • • " • 
• • • • • " 
" " " " 
II 
" 
• • • " " 
• • • " 
• I( • • 
• A. 
• • ~ ~ ?. 
't 
X • 't~ ~ " " " 
X • " " " " • 












• • • " 
• 
" 
• • • • • K • • X 
• ll "' • IC • X 
•• IC IC ... X 
ll 
• • 













I( :t .. : ~ 
• • • • • • I[ x .... • • • . • X 
~ ~ + • 
X • • " • " .. -11 .. -i> _-tr ~ .., " " • " • "t X ~.. ~··~-· . 
X • • • ~ .. ~-17 ~.-i>.a..-D> ~."". • • • • • • · • X 
X ~ ~ •• " .. I • • -£, 7. • . • ••• ,. • ~~~ ~<!" ,. • "' 
X 4-.q:-,.:_.LL· .• ~·,.14-? ~ •• I( ••••••• I 
X • "". ""~ 4 -1>4? • IC • • • • IC • " • . • " I( " " • " X 
X " " • .q>- • "!" ·6.." ~ • • " " • • • • • " • • • • • • • • • X 






















F L 0 w P A TT E"R N F <J P. (; R EA T S: 0 iJ N D 




1 NUNDA T-1 ON CELL. 
[!] - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
·SCALE - 25.000. CFS / INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X••., • ... ,..~-: ~ .... w: """ .-x 
x .. .., •• •· ....... _ .. ,.,. .. JI:x 
X ,. • ~· • y •• 
X.,_ ... • ... 
X " ·" • 
X " .,. .. 
X .. " " • " " "' 
X • .. .,. • • ,., ... • 




























. 7 -!> -i> "" -;, .. 
. . . . . .,. . . . 
.... Ll>.-17-b -17_ -!> • --t> ~ "f, "" . ... 
X " .. • , -b- --t> 
• + 4-'1-1 '1-x 'to ... ~~ 
X • 4-4-·~ . ~-~~~ 
• .. 4>. • e. Lb... 
. •I 































I '9 • I • I . 
4 Lh-4 XXXX~X88XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
X • • .. 
" 

































































.. ... .. .. 










FLO~ PATTERN FG~ G~EAT SO~ND 
i400 HRS 26 AUG i~?8 
X ·- LAND CELL 
K - INUNDATiON C~Ll. 
~ - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO FLO~ BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I lNCH 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X 











~~ . .. " ... .. . -· .. ... ~-
... 













-t> -;, -;, -b -i. .. .. 
. ... ... .. . . . 
" ..... ~--17-;; -v ... ;, -l:r ;, ... ~ .. 
-
.. 
• > .. .. ~ .. . ~ 
~ <!" ~- ~ 
4- ... . ~ -l:r . · .. 
"'" 




"!- .• 4-Lt- .. " 
. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
&. &. &. 
X X X xc!J X c!J c!J X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
-171-· 
X X X X X X X X 
" 







.. .. X 
.. 
•. ;, X 










I ll. X 
.. X 
.. X 




.. • X 
>( ;. .. .. X 




.. .. .. .. X 
.. 
" 
. . ... . X 




















FLOW PATTERN FOR GRE~T SOUND 
1500 HRS 26 AUG 19?8 
X LAND CELL 
~ - iNUNDATION CELL 
[!) - FORClNG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDAR! 
·s~ALE - 25000. CFS ! iNCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
x':! .. ,, ,..J( ~ • l/', •• ,. .. x 
X ~ ., • " X ., • " ~. 
,. 
... 
X • ,.. 
X• 
X,.. ".,.. 




X .. ... 
X " " • 
X :r .. .. 
X"· "' "' 





















































.. ... • 
.. • " 
, 
.. 
~ ~ ., ... . ~ .. 











~ ,. .. . ... 
" "' 
.. 














... " X 
•. •. X 
X 
,. X 
.. ~ X 
·.¢. 
.. .. X ~ t~·· ' X 
• -~ • X 
: : t,. ~ 
" ~ .. X 
.. 'lZ~ 
.. " ... X 
" •. '· X 






















FLO~ PATTERN FOR GREAT SOUND 
1600 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X ·• LAND CELL 
* - iNUNDATiON CELL 
c:J - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 




X " • X 
X • liC • 
X • liC • 
X • " • 
X • • X 




X • I( • 












X • " 
• • • • 
Jl X X 
X • • 
• • • • 








• I( • 
• • I( • 










JC X K K X X 
.. 1( • • 
• I( 
• • ·Jt 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • 
••••••X 
•••••X 
• • " ·• X 




• • X 
• • X 
.. .... 
~ • ~ X 
·~· • .,.!v " X 
+ ... ;, 
... ~ ~~~ ::X 
·~>:-·-w "X 
. .y .. • x· 
. • .. ~ .. X 
"" • .. ~X 
: : : : : :$~ 
IC • • K • I( ~ ' 
• • •.• • • • • Jl( •X 






















FLGY FATTE~N FOR ~RE~T SOUND 
1700 HRS 26 A~G 1978 
X LAND CELL 
K - lNUNDATlO~ CELL 
E!J - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
·sc.~LE - 25000 o CFS / 1 NCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xll{ .... .-:._,. ... • .- ,.,.,,. ... ,.,.)J .. x 
x·~··w. 
X" " " ,. " 

























































• -LL_~ •• 
. .~ 
, ~. ·~.~~w" " 
... 0 w 
. oil ~->b~ ... .. 
" 

















































FLO~ PATTERN FOR GREAT· SOUND 
i500 HRS 25 AUG 197E 
X ·· LAND CELL 
:< - 1 NUND.H iON CELL. 
[I] - FORCl NG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARi 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I iNCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
x,.,., •• -._,." ... ., il'~ ,.. )'~x 
X ~ ill • • • • Jil' , • • , X 
x"~~· ••.•. ,.. .. x 
X ~ " 
































.. ... >: 
~. .. ... 
I I ' 
, .,. ;. .~· X 




... . • 
.. 
y 







.. .. • X 






















FL~·,.r f.:..TTERN FO~ G-~E·AT S!JUND 
1900 HRS ~6 AUG 1978 
X Ud'ID CELL 
1< - i Nl.!ND.A. T iON CELL. 
[!) - F 0 R C i !~ G C E L L 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 2SOOO. CFS I lNCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
x~.,,. .. :- :.,,.~ ~- ...... ~ .. -x 
X • .. "' 
X"· ,. 








































. + . X 
X 
X 
·' . • ., I~+ + 
..,. ., ~ ,.-~.·,. 
. # X 
X or ..., "" . ~ '.L1_ ,. ., ,. • 
" " " "X 
~~~ .. ,._ ill>. -...: • X 
.,, •. •. .. ,. X 
, " • • X 
·-. 
• ., ~ X 
.... 
... . 
~ " • •. A~ ti':Y ·A - " __,._. 
,'II 
..... ""4-~ .. -w ;I ... ,.. • " .. • , a-: Jll. , • X X , 































X w . " 
X ~ 
" 






X ,. .. 





X .. I 
X 
X .. 
X .. .. I 
X .. •. 
X .. .. 
..t. 
X X X X CJ I 
I 
I 
FLO~ PAT!E~N FOR ~REAT SOJND 
2000 HP.S ?.5 AUG i9?8 
X ·• LAND CELL 
:.;: - l NUNDA T i .ON CELL. 
I!! - FORCl NG CELL. 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 2SOOO. CFS / INCH 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
















.. .. .. .. 
" 
.. 
11 .. .. 
" " 
... .. .. ., 
" 
)o: ,.. .. .. ... 
.. > . .. ., 
,. 
.. 
" . + 
. 
-!> -!> . ~,4- .,. .. 
··~ " ~..;,.. ~ • I .. .. ·~ . .. 




... • .. ... .. 
..u 























• . . .. X 
., ,. X 





-to X I 
"117 
X .. I 
"117 X ~ .. I 
-to ~· 4-"117 X 
.... 
I 
> 1 ~w . X + j, ~ -17T • ;.: X 
. ·T~ ... X 
v"V,>r > X 
:~~- X .. ;,. • X 
v 
'· ·"¥· X 
··'\l?" X ~ .. 
• .. 
.. • ·~~ 
> • .. .. .. 
. . ;.: X 
jo( Jl • • x· 
.. 
• • X 




















FLC~ PATTERN FO~ G~EST SGUND 
~iCC HRS ~5 AUG i9?E 
X LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATiON CELL 
r:!J F 0 R C l N G .C E L L 
NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
S~ALE - 25000. CFS I lNCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xa.-.- .. :a• ll., ... ,. ' .. ~,.,...y.,.,,..x 
X ,, •. 
X ·' " 
X • •. .. 
X •. 
X , .. 
X ~ • " 
X•.-'~~>.Jrlt'")(•w•. 


















.,.. >: "' 






.. .. .. 





















" • X 
"' "' "' X + 
.. X 
. ' .. .;. 
• I + X 
... 
.. 












•. I ... X 
• w-!EJ-t7X 
" ~ " • X 
• ,... • X 






















FLO~ PAT!ERN FOR ~~EAT SOUND 
220Q ~~S ~5 AUG 1975 
X ·· l.A.ND CELL 
}( - · i NUND.o\T iON CELL. 
C!l - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO FLOW eOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I 1NCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
x ... ~~ .,. )I" •" _..,., .... ., .... ••X 
X " ;< -. " ,. " " • X 
X ,. ,. 7 , ~ il 
X .• ~ 
X .. ~ 
X " ~ 
X " • ~ •· " .. 
X , .. ~- )f ~~o. "' • ,. 
X ., • ~ " 
X ~- "' , " 
X , ...... :...: 


















. . ,.. 
.. !• " . 

































" • X 
• X 





















FLO~ PATTERN FOR GREAT SOUND 
2~QQ HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X LAND. CELL 
rt.: - INUNDATION CELL 
CJ FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW SOUND~RY 
SCALE - 2SOOQ. CFS J l~CH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X ... v • 111.-. _..,... ~· ~,.. •• ii'':IV'X 
X Wil~l. I(¥ 
X ~ " " " " ,.. ,. " 
X it .. ,.. ,. ., 
















,.. .. .. 
" 





... ,.. " .... X 








..... ..~ "'· ~- "· • :r X 





















FLOW PATTERN FOR GR2AT SOUND 
2400 HRS 26 AUG i9?8 
X ·· LAND SELL. 
* ·· l NuNDA T 1 ON CELL. 
(!) - F 0 R C i N G CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X•••••J[•• •••• ac •••••••••••X 
X • • • • • ar • 
X • • " • • " 
X • " " " " " 
X • • • • • • • • • 
X • • • " • • " " ,. " 
X • • • • ,. • " ,. ,. 
X • • • • . • • X • .. 
X • • " w ,. • 
X • • • • " 
X • • ,. • " .. 
• • X • 
X • 
X w 





X • • 
" 
• 
I( • I( I( I( 










I( I( ~ -? ~ ~ ~ ... 
. . .. . . .. 
• • I( ·~-f?;;. ...... -?-!o ·~ -·<!'. 
.. • • ~ 7 I( • • .. ~ ~ ~ <!' 4 X + • • I( + I ~ ~ .. I( I( 
.,. .. ~ . 4 
X• ~~ . ..,' .. ? """""" Lh..~.a:..~ 
X • • .1. I • 
&.~ea.. I I' 
I( I( I( 
• • 
I( I( I( I( 
• 






• • I( I( 
• 
" " " " " 
• I( • • I( 




" " " X 
" • • X 
" " • X 




• • X 















































:=-UJw P.:..T :ERN FCR ~?!E.:q SOuND 
QiOO ~~S 27 AUS i27E 
X l.~ND CELL 
* - lNUNDATlON CELL 
!!l - F\J R C 1 N G CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE-. 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • X • • • • • 
X • • •• X • If 
X • • • " • • 
X • • • • • • 
X• I(••••••• 
X • • • • • • • • • Jl 
X • ,. • • • • • • • 
X•wwx~<JCx•• 
X • • • • • • i. 
X • • ,. • • 
X • I( • • • .. 
. ~ 
X • • • ~ ~ ~. • 4. 
X w ~7 ~ •. • • .. 
I 







.. • .. 






.. • .. • 






X I( • I( • • ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + .. 
~ ..... . ....... + . 0 
X • • • ~ d;7-f7 ~ ;, -t. ~ ;, "'!-~ 'l-4 -·~ . 
X • • • ~ • • -v;, • ~"'!'- A""l <i" X .... • • I • -v ~ I( I( • 
4'-a._ •LL . . ~. <i" ~~ 




• • • • • • • • X 




" • • 
• I( • 
• • • I( 
• • • I( 
• • I( I( • 
• 
" • • • • 
•• I( X • X 












• • X 




















" X "~"X "~~X 
• 
" 
• • X 
• • " X X • • . ~ • ~ ·£t~·:4- • • • • • • • 





I APPENDIX 6: 




































~LO~ PATTERN FOR GRASSY 
AND RiCHARDSON SOUNDS 
2400 HRS 25 AUG i978 
~ ·- LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
[!] - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLO~ BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I iNCH 
>: Y. :X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X >.: X XX XXX 
X • • •. • • • • 












. "1-. .,. • 
.. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • 
• • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
II • •· .~. 1: 1!. 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • I ...... · .. . a: 
• • • • • • • • • II 
. . . . . . . . . "' . 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
~ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
.,. 
• • • • • • u • • 
.,. 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • • • :.< 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • • IC X 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • • • :,: 
• • • • • • • • • II • • • X 
k-:-+.--'::!--'~~H-+7·~. 7 -i> • 
. . . • a. • 74-~~4-~ X. 
X X X X X '/ /' 
X XX X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 
X X X X X X 















X X • • 
• • 
• • .~w • • • • • I X 
•• 'q;> ....... ~x 
• ~..:, • • • • • ,. 4 X 
• .·:1· • • • • .'tz 
• • • ft • -~x -· • • 
• • 
••. M •• X X 





















~LOw PATTER~ FCR GRASSY 
AND R1CHAR~S~N SOUNDS 
0100 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - iNUNDATION CELL 
C!J - FD_RC 1 NG CELL 
- NO FLOw SOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I lNCH 
I 
xxxxxxxxxxxx~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • M • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ w • • X 
X 
. I . . 
. . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
. 
X • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • • • 
X. • • • • • • • • • • • 
X . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . 
X . .. . . . 
.,. 
X 
~ . ~. ~-
-~~--+· •••• 






X X ;...· ).' X X X X. X 
xx~·xx;.·xxx 
• • • • • 
• • • 
• • 
• • 
• • • • 
• 
• 
• • • 
ll· • 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • X 
• • • • • X 
• • • • • X 
. . . . . ;...· 
• • • • 1:1 X X 
• • • • • X X 





















FLO~ PATTERN FOR GRASSY 
AND RiCHARDSON SOUNDS 
0200 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
l!J - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 














• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
I ..... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
-.. • •. • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • X . 
• • • • • • • X 
• • 
I( • .• • • Ill 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
I( • • • • • • • • s • • • • • 
• I( • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • X 
• • • • • X 
•••••X 
• • • • • X 
X . -+ • .. 4- • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
.. . . . . . .... 
x?JSP~~~~ ~ ~-~ ~.~ .... G-17 • • • • • • . . . . 
/ X X X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X. X 
X x·x X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X X X 
XX I<'XXX)c x·x 
xxxxxxxxx 
X X X X X X X X X • • 
• • Ill X 
• • • • • " • X. 
• • • • • • • • • K X 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • [!) X 
• • • • • • • I<' X 
• • · • • • X X 






















FLOW PATTERN FOR GRASSY 
AND ~lCHARDSON SOUNDS 
0300 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
*- lNUND.HION CEtL 
[!) FORC 1 NG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxx :>< X X >~ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X :><. 














. . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . • • • • • • X 
.. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
I. . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . / 
• • 
• • • 
• 1!1 • 
• • • 
.. • • • • • • • • • • • )< 
• 
• • • • • • • • • )o: 
• • • . I . + • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • • • X 
. . . . . . . /. 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • X 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• •• • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
. . . . . )( 
• • • • • X 






. .. .. + • -b ~ ~ .. . • • • ·~·_,.,.,-t~ X 
• • ~~ • • • • -~x-• . . . . . . .. 




X X X X X X X X: ::• 
XX XXX XX/·;.. 





• • • • • • • 
-187-
.,. _j_ 
. . . . . . . . ~ / 
• ~ • • • • • • ~X • 
. ~~-. • • • • ·!x 
• • • • • • ~ X 
• • • • • :...<' X 
• • • • • :.,.: X 


















FLOW PATTERN FJR GRASSY 
AND R1CHARD£0N SOUNDS 
0400 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATION CELL 
[!) - FOP.C 1 NG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
X X X X X. X X X X X X ).' /'. XXXXXX:><XXXXXXXXXXXXX 
X • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 








I ........... . 
.. 
• • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
•••••• X 
')( • • • • • 
. .., "' 
X ·.~. + • ~ • 
X ·~· 4-'";>. • <!' 






x: X X X :;:..· :;-...· X X X 
X X X :;-...: :;:..· X Y. X X 
X X X X X X X X ~ • • 
• • • 
X >: >~ X Y X Y X X >-. Y X X X X 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
·-
• • • • • • • 
. -i> 
• 7 • • • • • • " 
• • ... I ........ ..o~ .. • • • • • 
.. . . .. .... 
. . . .. . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • 
• ..0 • 
. . . . . . . . . ~ 
.......... ! 
• • • • • 
• • 
• • 
Ill • • 
• • • 
~. 
.q, 
. . ~~ 
~ 
• • • 
. ..~. 
~ . 
• ... • . ... I ... 
. .. . • 
• •• 
• •• 




• • • • 
• • •• 
• • • • 
• • X 
• • X 
• • X 
• • X 
• • X 
• • X 
• • X 
• • X 
• • X 
• • X 
X 
X 
•¥X • X 
• X 
• • • • • • • X X 
• • • • • X X 
• • • • • • a • • • • • • • • • X X 





















FLOw ~ATTEP.N FOR GRASS~ 
AND RiCHARD£aN SOUNDS 
0500 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNDATiON CflL 
~--FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I iNCH 
I 
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X >< X X X >< :;.: X X X X X X X X X X X 
X • • • • • • • 










• • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
. ~ ........... "' .. . • • •• • • • X 
. I""~~. 
. ... 
• • .. • -&- -&- -&- • • • . • • • • • 
. . ~ 
. .. . . . . -:, . . . 
• • • • • • • ~, ~·~~-~~-to 
~~ • ...j, 
. . . . . . ~ . . . . 
-~ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I( • • X 
• • • • • • X 
• • • -· .. 
• • • • • • II X 
II II II II • • • X 
... 
• • • • II J( W J( II Ill J( • -~-v· 
............... ~ ...... )(: 
• • • • • •-.;b.• • • • • • X 
• • • •-.;b.• • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • lll • • • • • • • • X 
• • • II • • X 
•••••• 
• J( II • 
. .. . ~ .... . • • • -¢~->:-H~4-#~~ 
. . .... 
• • -!7"t-
'->\j • • 
X X X X X ~- X X )(' 
~- X X It'. X X X X X 
XXXXXYXXX 
X X ;.·_ X X X X X X 
xxx:x;.~::.<-xxx. 
::..-,x>.xxx~x::..· 
X X X X X X X X ::.< • • 
• Ill 4'-• • • 
• ~4'- • 
... ..p. --~~~ .. "!' 
II II . .. . • 
II. • • • • • II X X 
• II • I!( • x· :><: 




















FLOw PATTERN FOR GRASSY 
AND RICHARDSON SOUNDS 
0500 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
:t. ·- LAND CELL 
* - lNUND~TlON CELL 
!!l - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
I 
X X X X X X X Y ~ X X X ~ X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
X • • •. • • • • 









X )<" X 
X X X X X X ):. X )<" 
X X X X X X X X X 
X x: X X X X X X X 
;..· :>c. X X X X X ;... . ";( 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ~­
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
•• ~< 
--+-+-+ •••·••••••••• ..;, 
• • • .. • • • • • • • . . )( 
• • • • • • • II lll I! • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
·-17 
. . . . . . . . ~ 
·.~~· ,, 
• • • • • • • • • • • 7 •••••• , .. 
-¢. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • -¢. ''. • • • • • • • • • • • • r. 
• • • • • • • • -¢. • • • • • • X 
... ![> b b b b~; 
: : ~ ~. : : : : : 17~ • • 
• .. ~ • • • • • ·~x 
... • . · ~ 1· ... • • • • • Tx 
• • • • • • • -~x 
• • • • • • • X X 
• • • • • X X 






















FLOw PATTERN FOR GRASSY 
AND RICHARDSON SOUNDS 
0700 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* INUNDATiON CE~l 
~ - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLO~ BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I iNCH 
I 
xxxxxx~xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
)( . . . . . . . 
X • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • II • II • • II • ~ • II II X 









• • • 
II II II II II 
• • • • 
X 
X 
II II II II 
... . 
II II II II II II 
+ • 
~ II II II. 
<,-;-,=-~~  ~ + :-- II 
.... . .... 
~~~·F.-+-T ~ ~ ~ .. 
.... . . : 




X X ;.· X X >o: X X X 
X.XXXXXXXX 
i(XXX:>.XXXX 
II II II 
II II II 
.. .. .. . II II •. II • ••••••••• X 
... 
II II II • .. II II II II II II II 
• • X 
"'I . ..,.. ..,. 
.. .. • .. .. II II 
"" .,. . .;. 
II II II II • X II II 
• • .. . . . II II II • • • • X 
II • II II • • X 
• • • • II • X 
II II II II II II II • • 
. ~ . 
II II II II II II II • .. 
~ 
II II II II II II II II II II II II II II II X 
II •. ~-II II II II II II ~ 
II If II II II II )<" 
~ . 
• • • <~"[> [> ~ ~ [> ~x· 
II • ~ •• II • • ' X 
.. ..,.. .. • ... w/ 
.:~. I( • II •• W:;.c 
. ·~1··. • • • • -~x 
I( II II II II w ,/: 




II II • 
• • • Ill • • II X )< 
• II • II II A X 




















FLOW FATTE~N FOR GRASSY 
AND ~iCHA~JSON SOUNDS 
0800 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - INUNO~TiON CELL 
(!)- FG?.CING CELL 
NO FLGW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS J iNCH 
I 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • X 
X • • 
X 
• • • • 
.. . 
• • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • II • • X 
. . ... -. . . . . X • 
X • 
X 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • X 






X • • • • 
X • • g~~~ ..... - • 
~++~~·c,.: ... 





X X X X X X X x·x 
xxxxxxxxx 
XXXXXXXXX•• 
. I . ~ • 
. . . . . . . . . .. . • • • • • • • X 
. ... ... 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
. ~ . 
• • • • • • • • • • • . .. • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • • J( • • • • • • • X 
• • 
• • 
• • • • • II •••• X 
... 
• 
• • • ... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~...J;, X 
.. • • • • • X • • 
• • 
• 
• • • • • • ~X 
• • • • • • ~X I ...••••• ~X 
• • • • • ~X • 
• • • • • • • X X 
• • ·• • • X X 





















FLOw FATTEF.N FOR GRASSY 
AND P.iCHAP.DSON SOUNDS 
0900 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - iNUNDAT10N CELL 
~ - FOP.C'iNG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOuNDARY 




X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 













• • • 
• 
• 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• 
• • • 
. I • • • . . 
• • • 
• • • • • 
• • • 




. . . 
• • • 





• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • X 
. .. . 
X • 
X. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
.. 
X • • •• • • • 
X • • • ~ • 
X ~ ~ ·-tl~·. 








• • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • X 
• • • • • " • X 
Ill II • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • x· 
• • • • • • • • [:J X 
••• • • • • • X X 
• • • • • X X 

































FLOw PATTERN FOP. GRASSY 
AND ~lCHARDSON SOUNDS 
1000 HRS 26 AUG i978 
X - LAND CELL 
* - i NUNDA T 'iON CELL 
~ - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS J INCH 
I 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
• • • • • • 





. ~ ... 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
•••••••••••••••••••••·X 
• • • • • • I[ • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • •. • • • I[ • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • X. 
•••••• • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
~~~·~·:·:·~· 
~- ............ : 
• • • • • • • ••••••X 
. 












• • ~ • • • • • X 
.;. ~ 
• • • • • • • • X 
.• • • • • • • ~ X 
.. , .••••• ~x • 
. . • . • • • • • ~ X 
• • • • • X X 
• •· • • • X X 






















FLOw PATTEP.~ FOP. GP.ASSY 
AND RiCHARDSON SOUNDS 
1100 HP.S 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
iiiE - i NUND.H 1 ON CEtL 
[!] - FO.RC i NG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
I 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • : I • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • X 
x. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X ~ 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
. 'i" 
X • • • •. • • • 
.0. ~ ~ ~-X • • ~ ~ . ~ . • • • • ~i)l)t> t>·~· ·< •. 
• • • • • • + ~ 
X XXXXXXX 






• • • • • • 
.... , 
• • • 
• • 
• • • • 
• 
. • ·. • .:.I .. 
~ . -
. . ~ .. . 
. . . .· 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • • • X. 
• • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
X 
X 
• • • • • X X 
• • • • • X X 






















FLOW PATTERN FOR G~ASSY 
AND RiCHARDSON SOUNDS 
i200 HRS 26 AUG i978 
X LAND CELL 
* - iNUNDATION CELL 
C!J - FORCING CELL 
- ND F~OW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • •· • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • 
X 
X • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
I( • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • •· .~. • • • • • • • • X 







I . . . . .. .. . • • If • • • • 
• • I( • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • x. 
• • • • • • Jl X 
• .. • • • • • • X 
.,. 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • • • If If • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • X 
X 
. .q.._ ~ • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• 
:xA:,..;...:.+~~~~~-+-n·-17· ~ -+ . 




X X X X-X X X X X 
.. 
X X X X X X X x· X 
xxxxxxxxx 
XXXXXXXXX•• 




• • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • ~ ~ <] <J ~ 1:4x 
• • ~ • • • • • X 
• • .,P • • • • • • X 
• 4-~ • • • • •. • X 
~~-
.,. • .. •+ •• • • • • • X 
4- + • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • X X 
w •· • • • X X 






















~LOw PATTERN FOR GRASSY 
AND ~iCHARDSON SOUNDS 
i3QO HRS 26 AUG i97B 
X - LAND CELL 
)I( - i!!UND.:..Ti!JN CE-LL 
(!] - FG.RCi NG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDAPY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
r I 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
·-X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • M • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • 1. . . • . • . • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • I( .. • .. • • • • • • • X 
. ~ 












• • • 
• • • 
• • Ill • • • 





• • • • • • X 
• • • • • • X. 
Ill • • • 
• • • 
• Ill 







• X X 
• • • • • X X 






















FLOW PATTERN FO~ GRASSY 
AND R1C~ARDSD~ SOUNDS 
1400 HRS 26 AU~ 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
~ - iNUNDATiON CELL 
(!)- FOP.CiNG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 




X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X -~~·:·.·. • • • • •._• • • • • • • • • X 
X ·. • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • : I •••••• II X 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • X 
X 
X' 
• • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • 
X 
X 
Ill • • 
... 
. • • • • • 
.,.. 0 .,... • 
X • • • • • 
"!' ..... ~-
X • ~ ~ -~o (.. • • • • 
X .01) [) D>~·~·~~~-~- ~ .... 







. . . . 
• • • • • Ill • • 1:1 • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 




• • • • • • • • X 
• • • :~·4- ~ 4- ~ 4,. X 
• • T • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • ,.X 
• 4• .•. • • .1_:x 
~· .. ·:1~ :::::~~ 
• • • • • X X 
• • • • • X X 






















FLCw PA1TE~N FG~ GP.ASS~ 
AND RiCHARDSON SOUNDS 
1500 HP.S 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
3!E- iNUND.f\TiON CELL 
!:!J - FQP.ClNG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
I 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • 
X •·. • .. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X - 1- . . • • 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • 0 • 
·. 
X .. .. . • • • • • ~ • • • X 
X -· .. • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • : I .. -
X • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • • • 
X. • • • • • • • . . . . .. .. 
X 
-'!" • 
. . . .. . . . . . • • • • • • 
X • •• • • • • • • • • 
X . .. . ~ • • • • 
• • • • - ... -'!" • • • 
X~~~~~~ .. ~~~ ~--~- ~ ... 
~· • • .. • • • '!- • . 
. . . . . 
••• 
• • 
xxxxxxxxx • • • • 
• 
• ~ I 
• • • 
• • 
• • • • .,. • • X 
• • • • .,. • • X 
• • .,. • • X 
.. 
• "' • • • X 
• "' • • • X 
.,. • .,. • • X 
• • • • • X 
X 
• • • • • X 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • • • X 
• • II .. • X 
.. 
• • • • • !:!J X 







• • • • • X X 






















~L~W FATTERN FOR GRASSY 
A~D RiC~A~DS~N SOUNDS 
1500 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X ·• l.IINO CELL 
~ - iNUNDATiON CELL 
[!) - FORCiNG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
S:C.~>.LE - 25000. CFS / 1 NCt~ 
I 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • X 








• .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
·- • • ~ • • • • • • X 
. . . "' 
• • • ~ • Ill • • • Ill 
• • • • • • • • • • 
... I . . .... 
. ~ . ~ ~ 
... . . . .. 
• • • • • • .. . Ill " 
. .. 
• • Ill • Ill • Ill • • • 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • X 
. ... 
• • • • • Ill • • • I( • • ~ -.t. • • • Ill • X 
X • • I( • • Ill • Ill • Ill • Ill • I( • • Ill •. • • X 
.. . 












Ill • • 
~ 
• Ill . . .• . . " • • ·x I 
" • • • • X 
v 
• • • 
• •• :~· ~ ~ ~ D ~X 
• • 
• . ~ " • • • ·~x 
.. ~-:i~-~:::: ):~ 
. .. • •••• -~x • Ill 
• • • • • • • X X 
• •· • • • X X 






















~LOY PATTERN FOR G~ASSY 
AND RiCHARCSON SOUNDS 
1700 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
• - iNUNDATiON CELL 
[!) - FQRC i NG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 




X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • .. . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X 
. ,.. . 










..... ~ ~. 
. v 
• • • • • • • 
. . . . ~ .. 
•••• ..t.l···i!~-~~7 
...:. ~ . . ..;. 
. . . . ... . . . 
. ..;. 
• II( • • 
• • • • • 
• • • • • 
• II( • • • • II I( • • .. . • • • 
• • • • I( • 
.. ~..h.· 
• • I( II( • v • • • 
• • X 
• • X 
• • X 
• • X 
• • X 
X • • • • • • • • ....... ~ 
--b • • • • • X X • •• • • • • • • II( II( • • • • • X 
• • II( ~- • II( • • II( X . ... . X . ~ . ~ 
.. ~ . 











"7- . ~ 
• • a:.. • • • • II( • "!/ X 
• ~,..~~ • • • • • -~x 
. • • • ~ • • • • • X 
.0 • • 't 
• + • • • • • • • X 
• • • 
• ll 
• 
. . .· • • • • • X X 
• • • II( • X X 






















~LOY PATTER~ FOR GRASSY 
AND RiCHARDSON SOUNDS 
i 600 t~RS 26 AUG i 978 
X ·- LAND CELL 
~ - INUNDATION CELL 
(!] - FORC1NG CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS / iNCH 
I 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
••••••••••••••.••••••••X X • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • I( • • • • •. I( • • • • • • • • X 
X 
• 
• , .... 'i> .. 
. + 
• • 
• • • • I( I( I( • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• I( • I( • I( X 
X 
.. ~ ~ ~ ..... . • • X 
. . . ~ 
• . ~ • • • • • • • • • X 
oo!71 ~-~"t_..P~ ~ • • • • • • • X • 
I( • • 
X • • • 
X • • 
X • • • 
X • • 
X • • • • 
+ 
X . . - .. • . • • " ~.,.- -- • • 
X • • ~-:-:-:~~·. 
. . ~ .... " 
• • • 
. . . ~ . .. 
~ .. 
• • 
• • • • 
-.b ~ • -.b 
~ . . . . 
·-17 
• • • • • -. . • • • • • • X 
. ~. 
• • • • • • ~ • • • • • • x-
••••••• ~ •••••• x 
• • • • • • ~ • • • • • • ·x 
•••• ~ •••••• x 
• .• *[)[>[>[>~~ 
• • ~ • • • • • X 
It • • • • • • X • • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
• • • • 
xxxxxxxxx • • • • "r- • • • • • ·"'Wx 
• _.'t- • • • • • •'\J7X xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx • 
xxxxxxxxx • • 
X X X X X X X x· X • • 
xxxxxxxxx 
.~,~~ • • • • ·~x 
. . • .,. • • • • ·'Wx 
.. 
• • • • • X X 
• 
I( • • • X X 
XXXXXXXXX•• 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 




















FLCW FATTEfN FCR ~RASSY 
A~D RiCHARDSON SOUNDS 
i900 ~fS 26 AUG i97€ 
X - L.r..ND CELL 
• - iNUNDATiON CELL 
[!] - FO.P.C 1 NG CELL 
- NO FLOW SOUNDAfY 






X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
















~ ···-=······· I·· ~ ~ .....•.• 
. ... 
• • • -+ -1> 'io • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • 
·-
• • X 
• • • • " • • • • • X 
• . ~ • • • • " • • • • X 
• •••••• ""I -7·7"1'-·..;:.-tl-:, ••••••• X • • • • • 
+"i'- . ...;,. 
• • • • • • ~ • • • . • • • • • • • X -~ 
• . " • • • • • X 
• • • • • Ill • • • • • .. .. ..P~. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
~ 
. . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . 
~ 
" • • X 
• • • X 
• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • 










• • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • ~~~[)~~X 
• 
• 
• • ~ • • • • • X a.. . 
• • , • • • • • ·~x ·-·~······;x 
... I .. • • • • • • X 
• • • • • •. X 
• • • • • X X 
• • • • • X X 





















FLOw PATTERN FOR GRASSY 
AND RICHARDSON SOUNDS 
2000 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
~ - INUNDATION CELL 
C!l - FORC 1 NG CELL 
- NO FLO~ BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
X • • • . ... ... .. . . . . . . . . . . 
. .... 
X II •••• • • • • i> • • 
.... . "" .... 
• • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • I ~ ~ . + ~ • • • • • • • X 





. ~ . 
.. + 
..;. 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
. . 
X Ill • • • • • • ... '. • • • • 
..;. 
X 
..;. • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • •• 
..;. 
• • • 
• • 
• • • • 
Ill • 
• • 
• ll "' • • • X 
"' . • • • • X 
• II[ • • • • X 
• • • • "' •. X 







• • • • • X X 



























~Lt~ PATTERN FOR GRASSY 
AN~ RiC~AR~SON SOUNDS 
2100 HP.S 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
lE - 1 NUND.A.T iON CElL 
C!J - F O.P. C i N G C E L L 
- NO FLOW 80UNCARY 
SCALE - ~5000. CFS / iNCH 
v 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • X 





• • .. • • • • IC •••••••••• X 





.I ...... ..a.~ ... 
• • • • • • • - ~ + .. • • • • • • • X 
... ... ... 
• • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • X 
.. 
II • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
. 
-b 
• • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • X ;, 
• • • • • • • • • • • • " • • • • • • • X ;, 
X • • •· • 
X • • @~:~ ... - •. • • • • 
X ,4-~-:>~ ·~· ~. ~ . 




































FLOw PATTERN FOR GRASSY 
AND RICHARDSON SOUNDS 
2200 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
~ - INUNDATION CELL 
CJ - FORC 1 NG CELL 
- NO FLOw BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 2SOOO. CFS I lNCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 












X • • • ~ . • 
X ~ ~ •-f,4·. • 











X X X X X X X x·x 
xxxxxxxxx 
XXXXXXXXX•• 
• • • • 
• 
• 
" . . 
• • • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • " 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • • • • 
" 
• • • • • " " " • • 
X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X ~ 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
. I .. ~ . • • • . . • • • • • • • X 
" " " 
• 
" " " " " 
• 
" 
• • X 
• • " • " • • • • • • • " • 
X 
. .. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• 
"' " 
• • • • • • " • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • ·x 
• • • • • • • • " • X 
• • • • . X 




• • . " • • • • • • X 
.. 
• 
" • • • 
X • X 
• • • • • X 
. 
• • • • • • • • (!) X 
• • • • 111 • • X X 
1111 • • • • X X 























FLOw PATTERN FOR GRASSY 
AND RICHARDSON SOUNDS 
2300 HRS 26 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
~ - INUNDATION CELL 
~ - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOW BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X I 0 0 • • • • • • • • • ·-· • • • • • • • • X 








• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • II • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • • X 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • • • X 
• • • • • • X X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X~• • ·~·· ·~~- .. • 
X ~-e.++ ... • 
... 0 
E • • • • •.. 
xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx 




X X X X X X X X X • • 












• .... ~~~~4-4-Ll'-X 
~ • • • • • X 
..., • • • • • • L1'- X 
Ll'-




• • • • • ~ X 
•••x•[;'x • 
• • • • • X X 
• • • • x X X 






















FLOY PATTERN FOR GRASSY 
AND RICHARDSON SOUNDS 
2400 HRS 26 AUG i978 
X - LAND .. CELL 
~ - INUNDATION CELL 
~ - FORCING CELL 
- NO FLOY BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • .. • .. • • • " • " • • • • • • • • " " • " • • " • " • • X 
X • • • • • " • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X ·• 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • . . . . .. . . • • X 
X • • X • • • • • • • I . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . 
X • • X • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • ... • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • " • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
.,. . ~. 
X .. . . . . . • • 
.... .,. ..,.. ~ -·-X•• ~-+·+· • 








• • • 




• • • • • • • • • • X 
• • • :4-4-~~4-~ X 
• ·~4- • • • • •4X 
• • ...;. • • • • • • 4 X 
• + • • • • • • X 
• • .·~1··. • • • • ·!x 
• • • • • • • •l!JX 
• • • • • X X 
• • • • • X X 






















FLO~ PATTERN FOR GRASSY 
AND RICHARDSON SOUNDS 
0100 HRS 27 AUG 1978 
X - LAND CELL 
• - lNUNDATlON CELL 
C!J - FO.RC 1 NG CELL 
- NO FLO~ BOUNDARY 
SCALE - 25000. CFS I INCH 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X •~~••u••.l··.·.·. 
~ .. 
• • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • X 
x. 
"!' '!' • • • • • • X • • • • • • • • • • • 
X • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X .,. ~ 
X .. • • .. 
.. .,. ~ ~­X•• +~·~· • ~[)[?~ ~-~·~>.: .. 








• • • 









• • • 
'!' 
• • • 
• • • 
IC II 4-~ 
.. ~ . 
• 4--.:b • 
.. . 
-d71 . 
.,.. ... .. . 
~ ~ • 
• • 
• • 
• • • • X 
• • • • X 
X 
X 
• • X 
• • • X 
• • X 
• • X 
• • • • • X X 
• • • • • X X 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • X X 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
-209-
